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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

As a professional writer, actor, and director, I have 

often been asked what my formula is for writing scripts. In 

actuality, I have written very few scripts in their 

entirety. My primary writing job in New York was that of a 

"script doctor." I was called on many times over the past 

twelve years to "fix" certain scripts that did not seem to 

work. 

In the professional theatre and in Hollywood, it is the 

job of the script doctor to make a script better. Somewhat 

like a medical doctor, a script doctor must determine what 

exactly is ailing a script before corrective action can be 

taken. Examples range from having to clarify a weak story 

line, breathe life into a character or into a set of 

characters, or fleshing out background information; to 

rewriting dialogue to make it more appropriate to a certain 

character or for a script in general. This last example is 

what many would-be script writers have to master and what I 

have been requested to do in most instances. 

Some writers have an instinctive ability to write good 

dialogue. Others, if they are willing, can learn to write 

good dialogue with a lot of practice. Some never succeed. 



Writers of good prose do not always write good dialogue. It 

is oftentimes either too proper, unnatural, or too stilted 

for the characters they have created. In many cases, the 

dialogue simply does not roll off the tongue as something a 

character in a play, or a movie, or even a person in real 

life, would ever say. For the purpose of this dissertation, 

I exclude any specialized drama that specifically calls for 

actors to sound like machines, or animals, or is intended for 

abstract interpretation. I include those plays in general 

where realism, or naturalism is specified. In these scripts, 

the character's written word pattern must fit his or her 

speech pattern. It is in those instances where there is 

inconsistency with the characters and their speech patterns 

that the script doctor is called. 

Much like Harold Pinter, the success I have experienced 

in this area has stemmed from working more than seventeen 

years as a professional actor and director in classical 

drama, summer repertory and stock companies, dinner theatre, 

and even in film and television commercials; all of which 

have contributed to my understanding of play construction and 

speakable dialogue. Experienced actors readily recognize 

dialogue that either works or does not work. The key element 

is actability. Is the script actable? Actors read hundreds 



of scripts and can, in most instances, immediately select 

those which can best be acted. 

Before proceeding further with a discussion of my plays 

and how they came to be written, a statement of the purpose 

of this dissertation is in order, as well as a few 

definitions of some of the terms I use in order to help 

establish a common ground between the reader and myself. I 

acknowledge that much is written about the theatre and drama; 

and much of it is rich in insights, theories, and discoveries 

about structure and meaning. I make no claims that the 

comments stated in this dissertation differ much from that 

which has already been written in academic doctrine. 

However, by discussing some of my means for creating a 

script, a fresher look may be taken at some of the old, more 

established writings in this area. It is the purpose of this 

dissertation to present three original scripts along with an 

explanation of the two main elements I used in creating them. 

For the purpose of this dissertation, I will define 

several terms which are utilized in this work. It is also 

imperative that the reader understand that many of the terms 

referring to aesthetics, or an understanding of art forms, 

are in general, not universally agreed on by all scholars or 

writers of scholarly works. I acknowledge that some may 

argue my definitions in isolated situations, but that the 

terms as I use them are generally accepted and used by 



theatre practitioners and scholars with whom I have worked. 

Martin Esslin made an appropriate statement for this 

consideration in his book An Anatomy of Drama: 

Definitions—and thinking about 
definitions--are valuable and essential, 
but they must never be made into 
absolutes. (1977, p. 11) 

For purposes of this dissertation, a play refers to a 

playscript which has been written with the intention of being 

performed for an audience. This definition is further 

detailed by Mr. Esslin in the following statement from the 

same book: 

Without an audience there is no drama. A 
play which is not performed is merely 
literature. In performance a play either 
works or it doesn't work, which is to say 
that the audience either finds it 
acceptable or not....drama compels the 
spectator to decode what he sees on the 
stage in exactly the same way as he has to 
make sense of, or interpret, any event he 
encounters in his personal life....So the 
spectator is made to experience what the 
character on the stage undergoes.... in 
other words, anything that the author and 
the actors present to their audience will 
either carry conviction or not. (1977, p. 
23) 

The playscript includes all the text and subtext written by a 

playwright for the actors to interpret for a performance. 

"Actable dialogue" refers to the words written by the 

playwright that coincide with the physiological and 

psychological make-up of the characters, and which the actors 



can interpret and speak in able to correctly present the 

character and story as intended by the playwright. 

It is not within the scope of this dissertation to 

discuss every element of the drama nor every form of drama. 

This discourse details a narrow field of elements and drama 

which are specific for the discussion of my methodology and 

my plays. 

Methodology 

Theoretical. The two elements I consider to be paramount 

in the writing of my scripts centers around creating actable 

dialogue and playable characters. I have discovered, from a 

director's perspective of having to relate a script to a 

cast, and from numerous hours spent as script doctor, that 

the notion of actability is more often than not the basis for 

making a play work. 

It is certainly not my intent to overlook the four other 

elements of the drama, as espoused by Aristotle, Sam Smiley, 

Martin Esslin, or any number of other well-known authors and 

writers. I have chosen, however, to focus my work on what I 

have found to be the driving force in making a script work: 

character and dialogue. 

For those who may not be familiar with the six 

qualitative, functional elements of drama as put forth by 

Aristotle in the Poetics, about 335 B.C., they include plot, 



character, thought, diction, sounds, and spectacle. It is 

generally accepted by everyone who agrees with Aristotle, 

that every item in a play is related to one of the six 

elements to a greater or lesser degree. And, although I 

agree with, and acknowledge the importance of all six 

elements in the drama, I place emphasis on character and 

dialogue, which is defined as diction by Aristotle. It has 

been my experience that dialogue and character have been 

slighted in many modern plays, with a stronger emphasis being 

given to plot and spectacle. It is my opinion that an 

interesting plot, or a great visual spectacle, does not make 

a script work. If the audience does not care about the 

characters in the script, or if the dialogue is 

inappropriate, unintelligible, or uninteresting, they are 

likely to not respond to the play. 

A technique I use to test for actable dialogue is to 

speak aloud the dialogue of the script being worked on as if 

I were either the character speaking, or being spoken to by 

another character, to see if the words sound right. In other 

words, I test to see if the vocabulary of each character is 

consistent throughout the play and is appropriate with the 

traits given each character. If the words do not fit the 

character as described by the multitude of traits presented 

by the playwright, and are not perfornable by a hypothetical 

actor, they will be changed so they will fit and be 



believable. In other words, the dialogue must be consistent 

with such character traits as sex, education, motivation, and 

any psychological or physiological specifications given to a 

said character. 

An example of this would be if I specified that the 

character of Jack was an Oxford graduate of Letters, who 

possessed extensive vocabulary, beautiful diction, and 

perfect manners, then inadvertantly gave him the following 

lines when greeted by the President of his University: 

PRESIDENT: Good evening. Jack. It's a pleasure to 

welcome you to my home. 

JACK: Hi, Prez! Nice digs ya got here. 

Such dialogue is obviously inconsistent with the 

characteristics given to the character above. Though not 

always so blatant or obvious, many scripts possess 

inconsistencies that have simply been overlooked by the 

playwright for whatever reason. 

My approach to testing for appropriate and consistent 

dialogue is not new. Aristotle discusses this in Chapter 17 

of the Poetics. The following is a translation by Kenneth A. 

Telford in his book Aristotle's Poetics: Translation and 

Analysis: 
In constructing plots and working them out 
in diction the poet ought to place the 
action before his eyes as much as 
possible. For in this way, seeing 
everything most distinctly just as though 
what is done had arisen in front of him. 
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he will discover what is fitting and will 
least forget incongruities.... As far as 
possible he ought even to work out the 
incidents in gestures, for apart from 
nature itself those are most persuasive 
who themselves suffer the passions they 
are imitating. (1970, p. 32) 

I also approach character development, or making 

characters believable, in terms of actability. Focus is 

placed on qualities and characteristics of each individual 

character, giving them a range of playable or embodying 

features in terms of sex, age, background, ethnicity, etc. 

The characters I have created in the following scripts should 

have enough of a history and identity for an actor to be able 

to base an interpretation and make the character life-like, 

natural, and believable. Here again, my approach is similar 

to that spoken of by Aristotle as translated by Mr. Telford: 

The most important thing concerning the 
full delineation of characters is that 
they be of that sort which makes what they 
do appear to be precisely what is implied 
by their characters. But what establishes 
character in the first place is the human 
values revealed in action.... for it is 
what a character chooses, as indicated by 
either words or deeds, that shows what 
sort of person he is. A character is 
effective if his actions are seen to 
follow from what he is....the character 
should be consistent in the sense of 
exhibiting a continuity throughout the 
sequence of incidents. That is, he should 
keep to the sort of character he is 
represented as being, even if he is 
represented as being the "sort" of 
character who does not fall under any 
particular "sort." (p. Ill) 



In the plays found in Appendices A, B, and C, I applied 

the techniques discussed here in three distinctly different 

projects with the aim of creating actable scripts. 

Applied• The characters established for the first play, 

Monday Night Playbill, were based first on the cast 

requirements for Strindberg's play. Miss Julie. I studied 

and researched Strindberg's play for a long time during 

graduate school, and became so familiar with the characters 

that I thought it might be interesting to juxtapose two 

opposite entertainment events: a serious, classical 

performance of a play and a football game. The concept was 

the juxtaposition. Having played football, as well as having 

worked as an actor, I found it challenging to create a 

situation where actors would vie for stardom the way athletes 

would, while being held on track by an acting referee the 

same way a football referee would call a game. 

Experience as a fight choreographer led me to include 

characters that were able to handle a modicum of stage 

combat. I hoped that this device would lead the audience 

closer to seeing the comparison of a play to a football 

game. It followed that actors with stage combat training 

would be necessary to make these characters work. As 

explained in more detail in Appendix A, the actors were to 

play their roles seriously throughout. Even the Referee and 
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Scene Marker were to be portrayed with all sincerity. The 

Announcers were made-up of characteristics drawn from many 

play-by-play announcers heard on any Sunday afternoon or 

Monday night football game. This is the only play of the 

three included in this dissertation that has been performed 

before a "live" audience. The next chapter will deal with 

conclusions drawn from the production. 

The Duel (Appendix B) was created from observations I 

made while researching the historical figures of Alexander 

Hamilton and Aaron Burr. Again, character was the focal 

point from which the play progressed. Many of the historical 

figures surrounding Hamilton and Burr were researched and 

close attention was paid to any interesting or identifying 

characteristics which could be given to the characters. 

As in Monday Night Playbill, the age, sex, and basic 

characteristics were given. Again, my methodology 

concentrates on characteristics that are actable for an actor 

and interesting to today's audience in aui attempt to write an 

historic drama based on facts. In this case, the facts were 

those of the historical event of the infamous duel between 

Hamilton and Burr in 1804. Several books, as well as 

articles from the New York Times, were researched concerning 

the history of these two men and what happened on that 

fateful morning on the Heights of Weehawken, New Jersey. 
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The final play Crossing Borders (Appendix C) was also 

built around character. In this case, all the 

characteristics—the ages, the sex, the attitudes—were 

invented to fit the characters created for this script. They 

have different backgrounds, beliefs, and goals, and come 

together one hot summer in a small Texas border town saloon. 

The reactions of the characters in the different situations 

move this play along. 

The characters were based on personal experiences and 

observations. Most of the characteristics were drawn from 

people I met while teaching high school in the Rio Grande 

Valley of Texas. Other characteristics were drawn from 

Italian friends in Queens and Manhattan, New York. An 

attempt was made in the story line to draw a parallel between 

the multicultural issues facing some of the Mexican-Americans 

and one of the more sophisticated inner-city cultures in the 

United States. 

In this script especially, I utilized the methodology of 

testing the dialogue for actability by speaking all the lines 

aloud. The characters were based on characteristics of 

people I have known. Thus, to insure that I had captured the 

nuances of each character, it was necessary to hear the lines 

assigned to them to help in remembering their individual 

speech patterns and idiosyncracies. 
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All three plays in this dissertation have as a common 

factor the central element of character and actability. Each 

play, to a greater or lesser degree, is based on personal 

experiences and observations. In the case of The Duel, the 

observations are more on historical research than personal 

experience. However, my experience as a professional actor, 

writer, and director is a determining factor in the creation 

of the dialogue that makes all three scripts into actable 

plays. The following chapter will outline the conclusions 

drawn from creating these three scripts. 
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CHAPTER II 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter will detail any conclusions drawn as the 

result of the performance, in the case of Mnndav Night 

Playbill, from the experience of researching and writing the 

historical drama. The Duel, and the writing and the public 

reading of Crossing Borders. 

As stated in Chapter I, the functional element of the 

play, the actability, is of premium importance. The only 

viable way to prove if a play is truly functional is to 

produce it for a "live" audience. Of the three scripts 

presented in this dissertation, only Monday Night Playbill 

has progressed to a full production. It was produced by the 

Texas Tech University Lab Theatre as the final production of 

the 1991-92 school year. The play was selected by Mr. Clay 

Grizzle, a graduate student, to direct. Another graduate 

student, Mr. Conley Cook designed the costumes. Ms. Tiffany 

Ochiltree was the stage manager, and Linda McClain was the 

lighting designer. The cast of the play consisted of the 

following: 

Miss Julie Kelli Hooker 
Kristin Debbie Throcknorton 
Jean Corey Of fill 
Referee Scott Weaver 
Announcer If 1 Christine Hewitt 
Announcer If2 Pat Vaughn 
Scene Marker/Cheer Leader Shaney Ferrell 

13 
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The script is without question a difficult one to read due to 

the complexity of the play's format. Because lines are 

spoken simultaneously with different actions taking place 

both on stage by the actors and on a separate platform by the 

announcers, it is difficult to follow for a first read 

through. This was experienced by the actors during the early 

stages of rehearsals. However, once past this awkward stage, 

the rehearsals progressed normally. 

The most difficult task confronting the director was to 

get the actors to trust the script and the humor in the 

juxtaposition of football and acting. Their tendency was to 

force the action and play for laughs. As stated in the 

introduction to Monday Night Playbill, it was the intention 

of the script to lead the audience to expect a production of 

Strindberg's Miss Julie. It is only at the point when a 

whistle blows and an NFL-type referee steps out and announces 

a penalty that the audience realizes they are seeing 

something different. The actors are to play their parts with 

all honesty and sincerity, attempting to be true to the Miss 

Jiilifi. script. 

These intentions were discussed in detail with the 

director prior to the play's opening; however, in my absence 

the intricate comedic contrast was lost for the actual 
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performance. This conclusion is drawn from viewing the 

videotape made of one of the performances. According to the 

director, one of the actresses felt uncomfortable performing 

in the style as instructed by the director in consultation 

with the playwright. She felt that she would "look awkward 

and silly" if she played the part seriously. Therefore, the 

actress, presumably with the director's approval, acted in a 

farcical style from the opening to the conclusion of the 

play. The rest of the cast, with the exception of Announcer 

HI followed her lead, and subsequently, little of the comedy 

as intended was interpreted correctly for the audience. 

When the actors entered performing in middle comedic 

style, playing for laughs and letting the audience know they 

were aware they were in a comedy, they (the actors) had 

nowhere to go. In other words, they started out big and 

ended big—there was no growth, either in their performance 

or in the script as it was interpreted. 

Though the play was received with some laughter and 

applause, it is my conclusion that the production was a 

failure because the director was unable to uphold the 

playwright's intent. He allowed the actors to direct and 

take the script where they felt comfortable, rather than 

trusting the script or their director. Further evidence of 

the production's failure to impart the desired effect on the 

audience came from comments made to me by faculty and 
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graduate students, as well as by Sam Smiley who visited the 

Tech campus to see his own play. They commented that, 

although they had an enjoyable evening viewing the play, they 

felt something was lacking, and that it was perhaps due to 

the inexperience of the young cast and a first-time director. 

The Duel (Appendix B) was written based on researching 

the historical figures of Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton, 

and the incident of their infamous duel on the heights of 

Weehawken, New Jersey, July 11, 1804. This topic first came 

to my mind while reading an article in the Sunday New York 

Times. July 11, 1982, which was headlined "Authorship of Burr 

Letter is Questioned." The article dealt with what had 

become known as the "cipher letter," which supposedly showed 

that Aaron Burr was planning to seize Kentucky, Tennessee and 

Mexico for his own undefined political purposes. And it was 

that letter that persuaded President Thomas Jefferson to 

issue a warrant for Burr's arrest. However, Burr was 

persistent in his denials that he had written the letter. It 

is this contrasting information that prompted the idea of 

writing a play from the point of view of Aaron Burr rather 

than Alexander Hamilton. 

Perhaps because of the notoriety attached to Burr's 

public and private life, or because the verifiable facts of 

his life were so controvertible: 

....serious scholars have approached Burr 
hesitantly, feeling that it might be 
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undignified to treat the man or his career 
with the painstaking research or 
objectivity shown a Jefferson, an Adams or 
a Madison. (New York Times. 1982, p.l) 

But such material is a diamond in the rough, waiting for a 

playwright to begin carefully chipping away to find just the 

right cut for his jewel. 

Many aspects of Burr's life were controversial and would 

have made an excellent drama; however, the controversy 

surrounding the cipher letter and the mention of conflict 

between Burr and Hamilton led me to focus on the facts of the 

relationship between the two former best friends, and the 

factors that led to their final confrontation. The exciting 

element of bringing an historical figure to life in a script 

was very rewarding. 

The major challenge in this play lay in making the 

characters actable. Discerning what research to choose on 

which to base characteristics that would make these 

characters interesting to today's audiences became a major 

task. Thus, the play depicts that fateful day in 1804 when 

these two friends met for the very last time in The Duel 

(Appendix B). 

Crossing Borders is centered around the character of a 

twenty-five-year-old Italian by the name of Nick Mariano, who 

has dreams of becoming a country and western singer. Nick 

was born and raised in Queens, New York, but was always an 

outsider to his friends and his family. Sensitive, talented. 
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and intelligent, his odd mixture of idealism and innocence 

drove him to the sentimental lyrics of country and western 

music. 

Outside his neighborhood, one of his borders reached to 

the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway, another to the East River, 

and another as far as the shores of the Atlantic. His only 

escape came in his dreams and watching old cowboy reruns 

every Saturday morning with his father. The old cowboy 

movies he watched were the stuff his dreams were made of. In 

these movies, the difference between good and evil was black 

and white; a man's best friends were his horse and a 

sidekick: and a man could ride off into the sunset to start a 

new day, free of the hassles and problems of the previous 

day. 

Afraid his life might one day be like that of his 

father's, Nick runs away from home with his guitar and a map 

of Texas, hoping to find the real "flavor" of the Old West 

and the romance of Mexico. 

Nick quickly falls into the hands of a fast-talking, 

manager named Dick Dixon, the second leading character, who 

fills Nick's head full of dreams of success and stardom. At 

one time, Dixon was among the top managers in his field, but 

alcohol has destroyed his reputation and career. He does 

have an ability to recognize talent, and Nick represents his 

last chance to get out of his downward spiral into oblivion. 
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The third character, Rosario, is a beautiful 

Mexican-American girl of about 17, who is also surrounded by 

borders: the Mexican-American border, the Rio Grande, her 

barrio, the Valley, Texas, the train tracks, racial borders, 

sexual borders. She too is full of dreams. She feels the 

same desperation that Randy felt in his neighborhood in 

Queens. For Randy, it was a cultural and spiritual 

deprivation—for Rosario, it is a loneliness created by 

poverty. Beautiful, intelligent and perceptive, Rosario 

knows that her family expects her to remain in the Valley and 

marry young. If she does not find a way to cross the 

boundaries and borders that surround her, the dreams she has 

for a better life will soon be lost. 

Her brother, Miguel, is a segregationist who holds 

strictly to the mores of the community. He cannot allow 

Rosario to get involved with a "gringo." He soon devises a 

plan to stop their encounters. Another integral character is 

Miguel's uncle who is half-German and half-Mexican named 

Rinehart. He is the proprietor of the bar in which the 

action takes place. The four walls of his own bar and his 

ailing mother provide the borders within which he must stay. 

The last character, Harley Jean, gives all the outward 

appearances of going wherever she pleases. There are 

apparently no boundaries that surround her. However, her 
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character eventually reveals that the one boundary she never 

crossed was the one presented by her ex-husband. 

All of the characters have borders of some sort or other 

to deal with--some bad, some good, some transparent, and some 

real. Crossing BorrierR is the story of people who find 

themselves in situations where integrity and perseverance is 

tested by the rich and powerful. It is a story where lovers 

try to survive in a world fused by passion and bigotry; a 

world where corrupt individuals dangle fragile dreams like 

carrots in front of mules, to manipulate and control. 

As mentioned in Chapter I, the characters in Crossing 

Borders are based on characteristics drawn from people I met 

while teaching high school in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas, 

and Italian friends in Queens and Manhattan, New York. These 

characteristics were accurately perceived by the cast at the 

reading on July 15, 1992, based on their comments. The cast 

for the reading was as follows: 

Randy Cassidy Michael Endy 
Dick Dixon Dr. Thomas R. Jones 
Rinehart Rudy Alvarado 
Rosario Flora Lanelle Markgraf 
Miguel Steven Barl-Edwards 
Harley Jean Christine Hewitt 
Barbie Love Brett Ashley Crawford 

Also attending was Dr. Greg Scott, a philosophy professor at 

Texas Tech University. Ms. Connie Evans hosted the reading. 

The comments in general were very positive. These I will 

address first. Everyone felt the characters were rich and 
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colorful—very real and interesting—multi-dimensional, not 

stereotypical. The consensus was that the play has a strong 

foundation and presents an interesting story and characters. 

Specific criticism dealt with the handling of the 

multicultural issues of the Mexican-American and the Italian 

cultures. It was felt that this could possibly be handled 

more in-depth which would give more of a message to an 

audience. However, it was not agreed by all that this was 

necessary, as the story seemed to stand as written. Specific 

comments were made by Ms. Lanelle Markgraf and Ms. Brett 

Crawford that the character of "Rosario" was very well 

written. Ms. Markgraf specifically commented on the rich 

possibilities the character possessed for the actress to 

bring out. Ms. Crawford commented that it was refreshing to 

have a female character of such depth written by a male. 

There was mixed reaction as to whether the character of 

"Miguel" should make another appearance or not. Dr. Scott 

mentioned that he tends to like to have all loose ends tied 

up. However, he agreed with the others that the suspense 

that maybe the character might pop out at any moment was 

good. It was generally agreed by all that the character of 

"Harley Jean" might have been the most disappointing. She is 

depicted as possessing very strong intellectual faculties, 

yet at the end of Act II, she succumbs to a somewhat 

stereotypical ploy of breaking down and crying and giving in 
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to the male character. Though it was acknowledged that this 

was not necessarily unrealistic; because of the way she had 

been drawn in Act I, it was unexpected and disappointing to 

see her give up so easily. I agree with this suggestion; and 

before the script receives a public performance, the 

character of "Harley Jean" will be reviewed. 

Much positive comment was made concerning the 

multicultural aspects of the script. Because of this, I feel 

more research is warranted to make this a stronger, and 

perhaps a more interesting script; one that might cross 

cultural borders of its own and be interesting to a wider 

audience. 

The overall success or failure of a script does not 

always lie in its acceptance by an audience or by any 

critic. Writing is an art. A script is an art form. Many 

well-written plays have been panned by critics, while many 

poorly written plays have been adored by the public. It is 

not the purpose of this dissertation to decide what 

constitutes the overall success or failure of a script. It 

is, however, important to discover whether the plays included 

here have succeeded in accomplishing the goals described in 

the methodology, specifically, do they contain actable 

dialogue and are the characters believable. 

The primary test for this comes from the response of the 

actors working on a production of a script. Though only one 
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of the plays in the Appendix has had a full production, I 

feel the formal staged reading of Crossing Borders and 

similar input regarding The Due] give sufficient information 

to determine if the scripts accomplished their goals. As I 

mentioned earlier, though I feel the production of Monday 

Night Playbill was unsuccessful in maintaining the author's 

intent, I feel it did accomplish the goal of including 

believable characters and actable dialogue. To solve the 

problem of maintaining the play's comedic intent, I have 

included specific author notes in the introduction to the 

play to aid the director in communicating to the actors the 

proper approach. 

The response from the actors and observers at the reading 

of Crossing Borders indicated that the dialogue and 

characters were both actable and believable as well. 

Though there has not been a formal reading or production 

of The Duel. I have had fellow actors and theatre 

professionals read the script aloud to give insight to any 

needed changes. Those who have read the script acknowledged 

that the characters were believable and the dialogue 

actable. Some criticism was offered to suggest that the 

script might include more historical information for a fuller 

understanding of the characters and events. Strong 

consideration will be given to this for any future rewrite of 

the script. Thus, based on the criticisms of the plays, each 
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script succeeded in attaining the goals of the methodology 

used. 

In my experience as a writer, there seems to always be 

those individuals who are looking for just the right 

"formula" for creating a successful script. I must confess 

to wondering about this myself early in my career. For it 

would seem that if a formula for a successful script could be 

learned, like the formula for creating a chemical compound, 

one could always turn out the perfect script. I do not 

believe that there is any one or correct formula for creating 

a script. That is not even something a writer should be 

concerned with. A writer should begin by whatever means 

inspires him or her. Regardless of where the ideas come 

from, the writer should write them down and begin. A 

methodology for writing can be borrowed from other writers, 

but eventually a writer will develop his or her own 

methodology and progress from there. I believe all 

methodologies of writing, like those of acting, have 

something borrowed from others to some extent. After all, 

knowledge stems from studying, experimenting, and 

experiencing works and studies done by others. Much of my 

own methodology of writing scripts comes from experimentation 

over the years, mixed with readings and discussions with 

other writers, directors, and actors in the business of 

theatre and film. 
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Author Sam Smiley, in his book Plavwriting: The 

Structure of Action, makes a comment concerning 

professionalism and formula with which I agree: 

A person can write plays, can be a 
playwright in the fullest sense without 
being recognized on Broadway or in 
Hollywood. If professionalism means skill 
and dedication, the playwright should be 
as professional as possible. But if 
professionalism means writing by formula 
or if it means public acclaim, then it is 
unimportant. (1971, p. 299) 

What I have attained from writing this dissertation is a 

fuller understanding of some of my own methods used in 

writing playscripts. Heretofore, I primarily wrote without 

focusing on "how" I wrote. By doing the research and writing 

these plays, I have strengthened my own skills of writing. 

And, although it has been my practice to use character as the 

central element to create a play, other methods that I learn 

of and experiment with creep into the creating process and 

make it more exciting. But it is not enough to simply 

experiment, or to use various means to accomplish something 

unless something is gleaned from the experiment. What I have 

learned from writing this dissertation is that my basic 

principles of writing, learned as a young man, have provided 

the groundwork that has allowed me to begin to develop a 

methodology for creating playscripts. A writer who does not 

know which principles to follow, may be doomed to flounder 
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into obscurity. Perhaps this edification is best summed up 

in the words of the eighteenth-century philosopher, David 

Hume: 

I am uneasy to think I approve of one 
object, and disapprove of another; call 
one thing beautiful, and another deform'd; 
decide concerning truth and falsehood, 
reason and folly, without knowing upon 
what principles I proceed. (Beardsley, 
1981, p. xvi) 
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Miss Julie: 

Kristin: 

Jean: 

Referee 

Characters 

old nobility that orosses the class barritr; 
fights against nature; hungry for power and 
excitement 

the cook; full of servility, morality and 
religion 

the valet; has educated himself towards 
becoming a gentleman; class-conscious; leery 
of Kristin 

typical NFL-type referee; a production stage 
manager 

Announcer HI: everyone's favorite NFL live commentator 

Announcer 112 former NFL great, personable, color 
commentator, slight drinking problem 

Scene Marker: (optional), carries the "down" marker 

Script Person: (optional), carries the prompt book 
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The fun in Monday Night Playbill lies in its 
juxtaposition of football and acting. The script leads the 
audience to see a classic play by August Strindberg when, 
suddenly, NFL-like commentators commence with a play-by-play 
analysis of the performance, and a referee calls penalties on 
performers who stray too far from the "prompt book" or 
accepted rules of acting. 

Everything should be done to indicate that this is a 
production of Strindberg's Miss Julie. For this play to be 
successful, it is paramount that the actors portraying the 
characters in Miss Julie do so with all honesty and 
sincerity. It's only after the REFEREE makes his entrance 
that the audience sees the "actors" and their obstacles in 
attempting to finish this play. The actors should never lose 
focus of their goals in the play, and they should never play 
their scenes for laughs! 

The set and costumes should be traditional and true to 
the period, and set for the final scene of Miss Julie. A 
simple version might be set with a single table, tall enough 
for a character to easily crawl under, and two or three 
chairs. A bird cage with stuffed finch inside, a straight 
razor and a razor strap (for JEAN), and a hymnal (for 
KRISTIN) are the only props needed for the three actors. 

The REFEREE needs a whistle and several weighted flags. 
The SCRIPT PERSON needs a prompt book, and the SCENE MARKER 
person needs a stick with numbered cards that can be flipped 
over to reveal the next scene, like the SCENE MARKER in a 
football game. The REFEREE and his assistants should be 
dressed to suggest the appropriate officials for an NFL 
football game. The ANNOUNCERS should be dressed as 
play-by-play announcers on Monday Night Football. Each 
ANNOUNCER needs a headset, pad and pencil on a small table at 
which they sit. It's imperative that the audience doesn't 
see the ANNOUNCERS until they speak. ANNOUNCER 112 also needs 
a couple of bottles of beer or a flask to suggest that he is 
"indulging" during the show. The actors may choose any 
"real" announcer's name in place of the ones stated in the 
script. 

I recommend that the actors playing the characters of 
JEAN, JULIE, and KRISTIN read Miss Julie before getting too 
far into rehearsals. I have also found that whenever this 
play is part of an evening of one-acts or skits, it should 
appear as the last piece of the evening. It is here that the 
director can throw out the bait by making a brief 
announcement that this final play has been chosen to allow 
the actors of the company to "stretch" and test their 
classical skills. If the actors will simply "trust" the 
script and stay "in character" your audience will be in for a 
surprisingly entertaining evening of theatre. 
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MONDAY NTGHT PLAYBILL 
by Steven Earl Edwards 

(JULIE is standing to one 
side of the stage as KRISTIN 
comes in, dressed for church, 
with a hymn-book in her hand. 
JULIE hastens up and throws 
herself into her arms, as 
though seeking protection.) 

JULIE 
Help me, Kristin! help me against that man! 

KRISTIN 
(COLDLY; UNMOVED) What a sight for a holiday morning! And 
what a filthy mess! What does it all mean? And all this 
shrieking and hullabaloo! 

JULIE 
Kristin! You're a woman, and you're my friend! Beware of 
that scoundrel! You will understand me; vou will listen to 
me! 

KRISTIN 
No, I really don't understand this sort of underhand 
business! Where are you off to dressed up for a journey like 
that? And he with his hat on! What is it? What is it? 

JULIE 
Listen, Kristin—listen to me and I'll tell you everything. . 

I don't want to know anything. 

You shall hear me. . 

KRISTIN 

JULIE 

KRISTIN 
(Confronting her.) 

What is it about? Is it about your folly with Jean? Well, I 
don't worry about that at all; I've nothing to do with all 
that. But if you're thinking of fooling him into running off 
with you, why, we'll soon put a stopper on that! 
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JULIE 
(Extremely nervous.) 

Now try to be calm, Kristin, and listen to me! I can't stay 
here, and jean can't stay here—so we must go abroad. . . . 

KRISTIN 
H'm, h'm! 

JULIE 
(Brightening up.) 

I've just got an idea, though — suppose we all three went 
off — abroad -- to Switzerland, and started a hotel together 
— I've got money, you see, and Jean and I would be 
responsible for everything -- and you, I thought, could look 
after the kitchen — Won't that be splendid? Say yes, now! 
And come with us then everything will be settled! Now do say 
yes! (Embraces KRISTIN and pats her on the shoulder.) 

KRISTIN 
(Coldly and thoughtfully.) 

H'm, h'm! 
(JULIE proceeds presto tempo, 
building to a feverish, 
over-exaggerated, 
over-dramatic style by the 
end of her lines.) 

JULIE 
You've never been abroad, Kristin—you must have a look round 
the world. You can't imagine what fun it is travelling by 
train—new people continually—new countries—and then we'll 
go to Hamburg and have a look at the Zoological Gardens on 
our way--you'll like that—and go to the theatre and hear the 
opera—and when we get to Munich we shall have the picture 
galleries. There are Rubenses and Raphaels there—the great 
painters, you know. You've heard of Munich, where King 
Ludwig lived—the king who went mad, you know. And then 
we'll see his castle—he still has castles furnished just 
like they are in fairy tales—and from there it's not far to 
Switzerland—and the Alps! Think of the Alps covered with 
snow in the middle of summer—and oranges grow there, and 
laurels that are green all the year round! 

(REFEREE blows whistle & 
throws penalty flag over 
set. JULIE looks surprised, 
KRISTIN looks relieved. 
REFEREE walks to center stage 
and announces:) 
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REFEREE 
Delay of scene! Fifteen line penalty. Protagonist will 
replay the monologue! 

(REFEREE Moves to the side of 
the stage—SCENE MARKER joins 
him. Actors set up again & 
JULIE begins as before but 
not as dramatic! She just 
gets a few lines out when the 
lights dim on stage and come 
up on the two Play-by-Play 
ANNOUNCERS. JULIE continues 
in mime up to the same point 
as before when she'll be 
interrupted again by the 
REFEREE'swhistle. The 
ANNOUNCER'S dialogue should 
be timed to last about the 
same amount of time as 
JULIE'S monologue. The 
REFEREE will interrupt the 
scene when JEAN is seen 
upstage. JEAN should time 
being seen toward the end of 
JULIE'S monologue. NOTE!! 
ANNOUNCER 112 should be 
drinking beer subtly 
throughout the show.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Now that was really a bad sign—Julie getting carried away 
like that. I think she's just plain tired. It's been a 
long, dirty show here tonight. If you've just joined us, 
we're in the fifth quarter of a real Scandinavian 
sleepwalker. Miss Julie by August Strindberg. 

ANNOUNCER 112 
It's a tough game, and God knows, this is a dog of a 
production. Still, I was really surprised at Julie, an old 
pro like her losing her concentration this early in the 
season. Not a very good sign of self control at all. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Did you notice how the Rookie, the young ingenue, Kristin, 
who's usually very fast, has very good legs, good speed 
picking up her cues, was falling asleep during that last 
monologue? 

ANNOUNCER 112 
She certainly wasn't alone on that one.... 
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ANNOUNCER HI 
Yes, and this early in the season, too. There can be no 
excuse for the actress playing Julie who studied at the famed 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival and is a member of the West Coast 
Equity League! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
That's true. It will be interesting to see how well Julie 
retains her composure when the Antagonist finally gets his 
chance to take stage. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
You know what's remarkable is how well the character of 
Kristin is holding up playing opposite Julie since she just 
transferred from the Midwest League—somewhere in Ohio, I 
believe. 

(SOFTLY) Did you say Ohio? 

Yes. 

(MUMBLING) Ohio. 

ANNOUNCER H2 

ANNOUNCER HI 

ANNOUNCER H2 

(JEAN should be seen just off 
stage stropping his razor as 
JULIE finishes her last line 
of the previous monologue.) 

REFEREE 
(Blows whistle! Walks out as 
ANNOUNCERS speak.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Uh-oh! Look at this. Julie probably delayed that scene 
again. 

ANNOUNCER H2 
I missed that. Too bad we don't have our instant rerun 
tonight. 

REFEREE 
Illegal motion—upstaging! Protagonist's option! 

(JULIE confers with the 
REFEREE.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Oh! That's a tough call! 
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ANNOUNCER H2 
I guess you really have to be right down by the footlights to 
spot those infractions. Let's see what choice Julie makes 
here. 

REFEREE 
Penalty declined! Protagonist will move to end of her next 
monologue. (He EXITS.) 

(JULIE jumps to the last part 
of her monologue in mime, 
just before JEAN's entrance 
and continues in mime until 
JEAN'S first line, over the 
following dialogue.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Well, that's a new wrinkle—you've got to know that Jean has 
been anxiously waiting back stage to enter the playing area. 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Yeah, but I can't believe that! An extremely unthinking play 
by Jean. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
But a very smart call by Julie—a pick-up of valuable playing 
time that she lost on the last penalty. 
1 

ANNOUNCER H2 
This could prove to be a much more exciting confrontation 
than the critics expected. It'll be interesting to see if 
Jean is able to get back into this play before it's too 
late. Let's watch. 

(JEAN enters and his first 
attempt is totally out of 
style — very musical 
comedy! KRISTIN will mug all 
of her lines! They will 
continue so until interrupted 
by the REFEREE.) 

JULIE 
(Beginning at the end of 2nd 
monologue, in mine.) 

I suppose the sun shines sometimes—however gloomy it 
seems—and—then—otherwise we can come home again--and come 
back—(PAUSE)—here—or somewhere else 

KRISTIN 
Now do you believe all that yourself? 
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JULIE 
(CRUSHED) Do I believe it myself? 

KRISTIN 
Yes! 

JULIE 
(Wearily) I don't know; I don't believe anything now. 

(Sinks down on the bench 
puts her head between her 
arms on the table.) 

I believe in nothing! Nothing whatever! 

KRISTIN 
(Turning toward JEAN and 
mugging to audience.) 

Aha, so you were going to run away! 
(Disconcerted, JEAN puts the 
razor on the table and begins 
a song and dance routine.) 

JEAN 
Run away? That's putting it rather strong! You've heard the 
young lady's plan, and though she's tired now after being up 
all night, the plan can quite well be carried out! 

KRISTIN 
(BROADLY) Listen to me now! Did you think I was going to be 
cook to that--

JEAN 
(SHARPLY) Kindly use decent language when you're speaking to 
your mistress! Do you understand? 

KRISTIN 
Mistress! 

JEAN 
Yes! 

KRISTIN 
Listen! Just listen to the man! 

(REFEREE blows whistle! 
Actors look surprised. JEAN 
will get angry, KRISTIN 
embarrassed at the call.) 

REFEREE 
Jean, "Misuse of Style"; Kristin, "Mugging!" Off-setting 
penalties. Characters will replay the scene. 
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(Characters begin again in 
mime, starting with JULIE's 
end of her second monologue. 
KRISTIN will move far 
downstage to deliver her 
lines directly to audience. 
The ANNOUNCERS' dialogue will 
be over the following 
dialogue in mime by JULIE, 
JEAN, & KRISTIN.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 

ANNOUNCER H2 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Jean, as fine a performer as he is, has a reputation for 
pulling focus. 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Do you think thujas something he's just acquired or do you 
think he was coached that way? 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Coached, definitely! I think it goes back to when, as a very 
young man, he was coached by the same people who trained the 
infamous James Dean. Certainly not an ensemble player! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
That's right. Even Liz Taylor, interviewed recently on 
"Entertainment Tonight", commented on Dean's "upstaging " 
techniques during the "Giant" game. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Well, Jean is going to have to play it clean if wants to win 
here tonight. Let's watch. 

(At this point, KRISTIN 
should be playing directly to 
the audience and begin 
speaking aloud as the 
ANNOUNCER concludes his last 
line. She should just get to 
her last line, "Listen! Just 
listen to the man!" when the 
whistle blows again. JULIE & 
JEAN should be entangled 
upstage at the end of this 
next dialogue.) 
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KRISTIN 
(Rises from table and crosses 
in front of JEAN.) 

Aha! So you were going to run away? (Crosses down.) 

He looks a little lost now 
ANNOUNCER HI 

(JEAN is really thrown off 
here by KRISTIN'S change in 
blocking and he forgets his. 
He speaks with hesitation.) 

JEAN 
That's putting it rather strong. You've heard the young 
lady's plan, and.... 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Oh, he's very confused. He's lost. 

JEAN 
....though she's tired now, after being up all night... 

(He backs up, lost, stands in 
front of and blocking JULIE.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
He's standing right in front of the Protagonist. 

JEAN 

(He moves up right of JULIE. 
He's nervous.) 

...the young lady's plan can quite well be carried out. 

KRISTIN 
(Still mugging to audience.) 

Listen to me now. Did you think that I was going to be cook 
to that.... 

JEAN 
(Interrupting, crossing in to 
JULIE'S chair.) 

Kindly use descent language when you're speak—oooh! 
(JULIE backs her chair into 
JEAN, elbowing him in the 
stomach at the same time. 
JEAN bends over.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Oh! That's a tough move by Julie! 
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(KRISTIN waits for JEAN to 
finish his line while mugging 
to audience. Finally she 
jumps in.) 

KRISTIN 
Mistress? Listen, Just listen to the man! 

(REFEREE Blows whistle!) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Let's see how the Referee will call this. 

(REFEREE walks to center 
stage looking thoroughly 
disgusted with all the 
penalties.) 

REFEREE 
Illegal character downstage! Illegal blocking upstage! 
Replay scene! 

What! 

I don't believe this 
book. 

JULIE 

(CHARACTERS run to REFEREE 
blaming each other. He 
signals for the SCENE MARKER 
and SCRIPT PERSON. They 
confer over the script with 
all the characters huddled 
around trying to point out 
where they are — JULIE 
arguing that JEAN didn't make 
it that far, JEAN arguing 
that he did.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Jean is pulling every trick in the 

ANNOUNCER H2 
And getting caught at it 

ANNOUNCER HI 
This is terrible—why, it's summer stock! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
It's worse—it's community theatre! 

ANNOUNCER HI 
I haven't seen theatre this bad since the Toledo Players 
presented Under the Yum Yum Tree! 
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Toledo? That's in Ohio isn't 
ANNOUNCER H2 

it? 
(Finally the REFEREE has the 
SCENE MARKER flip the card to 
show the number "4" and 
points to JEAN to exit off 
stage. JEAN mimes kicking 
dirt on REFEREE'S shoes. 
REFEREE kicks dirt right 
back. JEAN LEAVES in a 
fury. All this goes on while 
the ANNOUNCERS discuss for 
the audience what's 
happening.) 

And look at that! Jean didn't 
scene! 

ANNOUNCER HI 
(When Marker is flipped to 
"4" . ) 

make it to the end of the 
(REFEREE indicates JEAN to 
leave the stage.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
And look...he's being sent back prior to his entrance! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
What a break for Julie! With Jean's lines cut—let's see, 
that puts him back in Scene 1—(getting excited) Julie 
virtually has one long monologue to the end of the play, 
because KRISTIN has NO-MORE-LINES!!! 

So it appears 
Kristin, 
for Julie 
happens. 

that Jean 
But how's she 
to the end of 

ANNOUNCER HI 
is out of it and it's all up to 
going to stop Julie? It's non-stop 
the play unless something unusual 

(During this last line, the 
characters have started up 
again in mime, JULIE rushing 
her lines, attempting to skip 
JEAN'S. JEAN rushes in to 
throw his lines then rushes 
off trying not to be seen by 
the REFEREE.) 

JULIE 
Never mind the greenfinch! Can you see any way out of this? 
Any end to it? 

JEAN 
(Pokes head in.) 

No! (EXITS) 
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JULIE 
(Trying to ignore him.) 

What would you do in my place? 

JEAN 
(Poking head in again.) 

In your place? Let me think! (EXITS) 
(REFEREE Blows whistle! 
Actors converge on him, 
complaining.) 

REFEREE 
Unauthorized use of line! Thirty second penalty. Replay 
previous line! (EXITS) 

JULIE 
(Excited. Almost to 
herself.) 

(The following ANNOUNCERS' 
lines are over JULIE's 
lines. She continues as if 
JEAN was in the scene with 
her. JEAN is silent.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
The Referee was right on top of that call! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Well, anyone who has tried to referee for "Star Search" has 
certainly seen all those cheap moves. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Jean is really reaching like crazy! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
That's true. Say, I just remembered. I'm from Ohio! 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Uh, where in Ohio, Joe? 

ANNOUNCER H2 
(DEADPAN) The big island. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Uh, let's watch the scene, Joe, and see what happens here. 
Julie only has to make it to the door to finish the play and 
win. 

(In delivering her lines, 
JULIE allows for JEAN's 
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replies, reacting to them as 
if he were actually speaking 
them.) 

JULIE 
Never mind the greenfinch! Can you see any way out of this? 
Any end to it? (PAUSE) 

(She looks to where JEAN 
would be if he were in the 
scene.) 

What would you do in my place? (PAUSE) Like this? 
(Makes gesture with razor.) 

Because you're a man and I'm a woman? What difference does 
that make? 

(Gestures with razor again.) 

I should like to! But I can't! My father couldn't either, 
that time when he should have done it. (PAUSE) And now my 
mother gets her revenge, through me. 

(JULIE crosses to the table 
talking to herself, oblivious 
that KRISTIN is following 
her. She is tossing the 
razor up and catching it. 
KRISTIN is waiting for the 
right moment to intercept the 
razor in midair.) 

Yes, most dearly, but I think I must have hated him too! I 
must have done so without being aware of it! But it was he 
who brought me up to despise my own sex, as half a woman and 
half a man! Whose fault is it— 

(KRISTIN intercepts the razor 
in midair. During the 
remainder of JULIE's 
monologue KRISTIN avoids 
JULIE'S attempts to get the 
razor back—it's as if 
KRISTIN is taunting her and 
they are making up their own 
blocking as they go—KRISTIN 
is placing objects between 
them as they move. The 
actresses should appear to be 
attempting to stay in 
character, not letting the 
audience see too easily their 
"personal" competition.) 
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JULIE (continued) 
What has happened? My father's, my mother's, or my own? My 
own? But I have no own! I haven't a thought that I didn't 
get from my father, one passion that I didn't get from my 
mother, and this last idea—about all men being equal—that I 
got from liim, my affianced husband--for that reason I call 
him a scoundrel! 

(The ANNOUNCERS begin 
speaking the moment the razor 
is intercepted.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Look at that! Kristin just intercepted the Razor! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
(EXCITED) That's a brilliant move by Kristin! I can't 
believe that girl's a rookie! But she's going to have to 
rely on some guile and moves just like that to compete in 
this league! 

ANNOUNCER HI 
(MORE EXCITED!) Julie cannot finish without that prop. She 
has to have that prop! You know, Joe, we may have a new end 
to this play or, perhaps, (SUDDENLY REALIZING)...even 
an—epJlQguei 

(JULIE & KRISTIN just get 
started after the 
interception when JEAN RUSHES 
IN, frantically trying to 
catch up in his lines and 
blocking. JULIE & KRISTIN 
continue as if he were not 
there.) 

JEAN 
What a little devil! And all this because of a greenfinch! 
(BRIEF PAUSE) No! (BRIEF PAUSE) 

The ANNOUNCER'S following 
lines should end just as we 
hear JEAN say "....now I 
know!") 

ANNOUNCER H2 
(On JEAN's entrance) 

And look at that! Jean is back in the play. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Yeah, but he's hopelessly behind 
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ANNOUNCER H2 
I don't know. Remember back to last season, where, at the 
Old Globe, when the same actor playing Jean here tonight came 
back in the very last speech as "Anthony" to overcome 
"Octavious", which virtually astounded all the critics and 
writers. 

JEAN 
In your place? Let me think!—A woman, of noble birth, 
fallen! I don't know—yes, now I know! 

(JEAN trips KRISTIN and she 
loses the razor. ALL go for 
it piling on top of each 
other, but JULIE finally 
comes up with it.) 

Oh-oh! Looks like Kristin has 

ANNOUNCER HI 
(KRISTIN falls.) 

just fumbled the prop! 

Oh, what a mess! 
ANNOUNCER H2 

(A scuffle ensues with the 
CHARACTERS ripping some 
clothes and making some 
illegal hits, etc.) 

Is it a 
dropped 

fumble or did 
the razor? 

Kristin 
ANNOUNCER HI 

finish her line before she 

(REFEREE blows whistle and 
hurries on to break up the 
fight. He listens to 
everyone's arguments then 
separates from them to make 
announcement.) 

Fumble-
penalti 
Jean—" 
line! 

REFEREE 
-recovered by the Protagonist. There are off-setting 
es "Kristin—Unnecessary fumbling for lines. 
Roughing the ingenue!" Protagonist will get the last 

(JEAN & KRISTIN are furious, 
but there's nothing they can 
do but stand by and watch. 
JULIE gleefully rushes in 
mime to the end of the play. 
The ANNOUNCERS will cover her 
lines. As the actors set up 
to continue the scene, the 
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REFEREE should position 
himself standing on a chair 
directly behind JULIE. 
KRISTIN & JEAN should be on 
either side of JULIE as the 
scene starts. Every now and 
then KRISTIN & JEAN will do 
something to keep JULIE from 
getting to her final exit, 
but it will eventually fail. 
JEAN should attempt to throw 
in his lines to no avail.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 

ANNOUNCER H2 
The play should be her's now. Let's watch this final 
moment. This will be historic! 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Yeah, she'll probably "milk" what's left of her lines. Joe? 
Are you with us? 

Yeah 
ANNOUNCER H2 

I just remembered... I'm not from Ohio. 

Where are you from, Joe? 

(THINKING) Yugoslavia? 

ANNOUNCER HI 

ANNOUNCER H2 

JULIE 
(Milking her lines.) 

Thank you! Now I am going, to rest! But just say—that the 
first can also obtain the gift of grace. (SHE TAUNTS JEAN) 
Say it, even if you don't believe it. 

Julie is very aggressive here. 
ANNOUNCER HI 

(JEAN starts to speak but one 
look from the REFEREE stops 
him. ) 

JULIE 
That is true. I'm among the very last; I am the last! 

(She starts to move but is 
blocked by JEAN & KRISTIN.) 
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JULIE (continued) 
Oh!—But now I can't go. (TO REFEREE) Tell me once more 
that I'm to go! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Julie is looking for an interference call on that one. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
I don't think she'll get it though. 

(The REFEREE notions that 
they are playing fair. It's 
up to JULIE to figure new 
blocking for her exit. 
KRISTIN & JEAN attempt to 
mirror and block her every 
move. JULIE should position 
herself between them and in 
front of the table.) 

JULIE 
And the first shall be last. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Oh, some new blocking here! 

JULIE 
It's horrible! But there's no other possible end to it! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
An unusual formation up stage. 

(JULIE motions with the razor 
as if to cut her own throat. 
JEAN & KRISTIN approve.) 

JULIE 
Go! 

ANNOUNCER HI 
And look! She's gotten away...and...it's over! Brilliant 
improvised blocking. It's a good thing she didn't stay with 
her original blocking plan. 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Yeah. With those defensive moves improvised by Jean & 
Kristin, it made it necessary for JULIE to change her style 
of play. 

(JULIE ducks just as KRISTIN 
& JEAN reach for her but grab 
each other instead. JULIE 
then rolls upstage under the 
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table and EXITS stoically. 
As she exits the REFEREE 
signals "Touchdown". She 
just clears the curtain then 
RUSHES BACK IN to "spike" the 
razor on the table while the 
REFEREE has his back to her.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Wait. Look! Julie spiked the razor! That's a $100 fine if 
the Referee sees it. 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Well, she's an ol' pro. She can certainly afford $100. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Well, looks like we're gonna have the curtain call now. 

(JEAN & KRISTIN are furious 
and exhausted, especially at 
JULIE spiking the razor. 
They argue with the REFEREE 
that JULIE has spiked the 
razor and should be 
penalized. The REFEREE 
refuses. As "That's 
Entertainment" plays over the 
house speakers the REFEREE 
takes them by the back of 
their necks and leads them to 
take their bow. The REFEREE 
then signals the SCRIPT 
PERSON and SCENE MARKER 
PERSON to come center stage. 
The three bow and start to 
EXIT.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
What a show! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Yeah, they really put one on for us tonight. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
You know, I never saw Jean so panicky—he was looking over 
his shoulder all night! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Well, he's got a hot, new understudy waiting in the 
wings...also, his contract's up with his agent and he's 
nervous about free-lancing again. 
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(During all of 
sneaks back on 
final bow, but 
will block her 

this, JULIE 
to make her 
KRISTIN & JEAN 
first 

attempts. As she starts to 
bow, KRISTIN gives her a jab 
to the stomach. The REFEREE 
blows his whistle, throws a 
flag at KRISTIN and rushes up 
to her yelling the 
infraction. On JULIE's 
second attempt, JEAN picks 
her up and turns her upstage, 
as she loudly protests. 
Hearing her screams, the 
REFEREE blows his whistle 
again, throws another flag at 
JEAN's feet, and rushes up to 
him angrily protesting all 
the fouls. Finally, JULIE 
will sneak away from the 
others, duck a swing from 
JEAN by doing a forward roll 
and succeed in making her 
bow. However, KRISTIN grabs 
JULIE'S wig as she rolls so 
JULIE comes up revealing an 
ugly stocking cap covering 
her head. JULIE notices 
after taking a grand bow, 
panics and runs off stage.) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
(He sees JULIE reentering 

Wait a minute! This show's not over yet. Julie's going for 
her "curtain call". Let's watch. 

(They watch, noting the 
fouls. As JULIE comes out of 
roll to bow.) 

And it's GOOD! 
(KRISTIN & JEAN laugh and 
shake hands as JULIE runs off 
embarrassed.) 

I don't believe it 
ANNOUNCER H2 

What a comeback for Julie 
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ANNOUNCER HI 
Yeah, and not a bad night for Kristin—being new to this 
league and all. She has nothing to be ashamed of. 

ANNOUNCER H2 
But Jean, on the other hand—I've never seen so many tricks 
in one showing. I'm surprised the Referee didn't penalize 
him for all those line clippings! 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Yeah, if you're a Jean fan, you have to be disappointed. He 
needs to go back to the Strawhat circuit to get his act 
together! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
I think they should check his urine! 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Naw! He's a good boy. I think he just got too much coffee 
in the green room. 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Well, folks, that about does it. Please remember that any 
recording of this evening's performance, whv. God knows, 
you'd want to L dunno, without the express written consent of 
the East Coast Equity League and Texas Tech University 
Theatre, is expressly forbidden. 

ANNOUNCER HI 
Join us again next week for the big match-up when George C. 
Scott and Trish Van DerVere take on Dustin Hoffman in Anton 
Checkov's Uncle Vanva. on "MONDAY NIGHT PLAYBILL"! 

ANNOUNCER H2 
(A bit tipsy by now.) 

On behalf of John and myself....(fumbles for his name) 

ANNOUNCER HI 
(Matter-of-fact 

Joe. 

ANNOUNCER H2 
Joe, we wish you a pleasant goodnight! 

(As music continues, 
ANNOUNCERS take off their 
headsets, place them on their 
table and EXIT. Music swells 
for curtain calls.) 

THE END 
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BURR'S CAMP 

CHARACTERS 
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Aaron Burr glib; a charmer 

William Van Ness level headed; loyal 

John Swartwout testy; raw humor 

Matt Davis honest; a bit naive 

HAMILTON'S CAHP: 

Alexander Hamilton: seemingly forthright 

Pendleton conceited; a bootlicker 

Dr. Hosack hot headed; loyal 

TIME 

1804 

S£EILE 

The action takes place 
on the Heights of Weehawken, New Jersey 
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THE DUEL 
by Steven Earl Edwards 

(The date is July 11, 1804, on 
the Heights of Weekawk, New 
Jersey. It is barely 
daybreak. A low fog mixed 
with a slight mist make it 
difficult to distinguish 
figures further than about 
twenty yards away. AARON BURR 
passes the time waiting for 
his duel with ALEXANDER 
HAMILTON by feeding a friendly 
group of squirrels. His 
friend SWARTWOUT is with him.) 

BURR 
(WHISPERING) Are there any more nuts? 

SWARTWOUT 
(WHISPERING) How can you feed those things, Burr? They're 
rodents, did you know that? They're first cousins, or 
second cousins, to rats'. 

(BURR makes no response, but 
continues to feed the 
squirrels.) 

SWARTWOUT 
(WHISPERING) I'd be careful if I were you, Aaron. They're 
rabid, too\ 

BURR 
(WHISPERING) Does it matter? (SOLEMN) No more, huh? 

SWARTWOUT 
(WHISPERING) Aaron, why are we whispering? 

BURR 
(WHISPERING) Habit, I suppose. 

SWARTWOUT 
(WHISPERING) Habit? What do you mean, habit? 
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BURR 
You've never been here have you, John? 

SWARTWOUT 
No, I don't guess...why would I come here? 

BURR 
For interviews, John. But you can't let the "Captain" hear 
you. 

SWARTWOUT 
Oh. (PAUSE) What Captain? 

BURR 
The old man who lives up there in a hut. He's called the 
Captain ... I'm not sure why. You see, John, if you are 
serious about conducting an interview, you can't let the old 
man hear you or he'll try to stop it. 

SWARTWOUT 
Well, good. Maybe he should. 

BURR 
Some duelists count on it, I hear. They purposely speak 
loudly, hoping he'll come down and throw hirfiself between 
them and stop the duel. 

SWARTWOUT 
I see. 

BURR 
But we are serious, John. Remember that. 

How can I forget it 

SWARTWOUT 
(To himself.) 

(BURR walks away as VAN NESS 
and DAVIS approach carrying 
umbrel1 as. ) 

SWARTWOUT 
Confound the man \ Where is he? It's nearly 7:001 

VAN NESS 
He's late 
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SWARTWOUT 

BURR 
(Returning) 

You aren't restless, are you, John? 

SWARTWOUT 
No 1 Just nervous. 

BURR 
Not for me, I hope. (PAUSE) Don't worry, John. I intend 
to go through with it. 

SWARTWOUT 
You joke with me, sir. 

BURR 
Yes. In any event, it would be Van Ness' worry. (LAUGHS) 
Come on, gentlemen — relax'. It will all be over with very 
soon . 

SWARTWOUT 
Burr, have you...what I mean to say is, I suppose you've 
made out...you know.... 

BURR 
My affairs are in order. I have set out enough material for 
my biography, should anyone have a mind to write such a 
thing. (LAUGHS) Seriously, John, if I don't return today, 
you will find the material collected in six blue boxes in my 
1ibrary. 

VAN NESS 
Don't talk like that, Aaron. What about Theodosia? 

BURR 
My daughter knows nothing. 

(With growing intensity.) 
And she must not know—not until all arrangements have been 
made—should my luck run out... promise me....'. 

SWARTWOUT 
(Changing the mood.) 

Damned this unseasonable weatherl Nearly the middle of July 
and I'm freezing. Van Ness, have you brought your flask? 
I've forgotten mine. 
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VAN NESS 

(He pulls away from BURR; 
takes a swig and gives it to 
SWARTWOUT.) 

SWARTWOUT 
(Offering flask.) 

BURR 

(He walks away.) 

SWARTWOUT 
(Offering flask to DAVIS.) 

DAVIS 
Ah, no, thanks. Say, John? Why are we carrying umbrellas? 
The sun is shining'. 

SWARTWOUT 
(In confidence.) 

To disguise our features. We are now about to break the 
. law. 

(He takes another swig from 
the flask and returns it to 
VAN NESS.) 

BURR 
This is all Jefferson's doing 1 

DAVIS 
Sir? 

BURR 
Uh, I was just thinking out loud. (MOVES TO HIM) Well, 
Matt, this is a hell of a way to learn politics. 

DAVIS 
Yes sir. I suppose.... 

BURR 
That was a brilliant piece of work you did on the campaign. 
I am only sorry that I couldn't get that appointment for 
you. You deserved it. 
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DAVIS 
Well sir, I'm sure I would have...had things worked out 
differently. 

BURR 
Yes.... 

SWARTWOUT 
Dammit-alll What possessed the man? No gentleman would. 

VAN NESS 
But the fact remains, John, that he is, a gentleman'. 

SWARTWOUT 
Hah! You hate him as much as BURR. 

VAN NESS 
Its' donel (PAUSE) It wil 1 happen'. 

SWARTWOUT 
Yes ... I know. 

BURR 
Have you reconsidered, John? 

SWARTWOUT 
No[ Of course Notl I'm not afraid, Burr. You know that 
But.... 

BURR 
Yes? 

SWARTWOUT 
Something's not right. 

VAN NESS 
Brilliant'. That's why we're here! 

SWARTWOUT 
I mean...it's not like the man to say such things...wel1, 
maybe it is...but why? It's all so stupid! 

VAN NESS 
You've just answered your own question. 

SWARTWOUT 
You're no help, Billy. 
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BURR 
All right! All right, gentlemen! Calm down. We are all of 
one mind here. You have a point John. It doesn't make 
sense...and yet, it does. (BITTERLY) We all know the man 
is an incurable, malicious libeler. 

DAVIS 
Colonel? A moment ago you said it was all Jefferson's 
doing. 

BURR 
Did I 

DAVIS 
Yes sir. You did. 

VAN NESS 
(Jumping in.) 

Hamilton supported Jefferson in.... 

DAVIS 
Yes, I know. And he opposes him now. But this is a matter 
of honor. What has politics to do with this? 

BURR 
Perhaps nothing. (PAUSE) Perhaps everything. 

(He turns to look at some 
squirrels. HAMILTON, 
PENDLETON and HOSACK enter.) 

They're here! 

VAN NESS 
(Seeing them.) 

(HAMILTON and his men stop 
several yards away. HAMILTON 
steps forward.) 

HAMILTON 
Gentlemen! Forgive me. I am late. 

SWARTWOUT 
That's a brilliant statement. I'm surprised you and your 
brood had the nerve.... 

(He stops suddenly as HOSACK 
and PENDLETON angrily step 
forward. HAMILTON stops 
them.) 
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Swartwout, keep still. 
VAN NESS 

(DAVIS controls SWARTWOUT 
BURR grins.) 

HAMILTON 
My boat was delayed. As soon as we were able, we came 
straight away. 

VAN NESS 
No doubt. At any rate, let me say, "Good morning, 
gentlemen, and . . . . " 

Not yet! 

HOSACK 
(Interrupting . ) 

VAN NESS 
Sir? 

HOSACK 
Let's not rush things. First things first. 

(He rummages through his bag.) 

HAMILTON 
(Moving toward BURR) 

My dear Aaron, it has been awhile, hasn't it? 

BURR 
(Meeting him.) 

Yes, it has. 

HAMILTON 
Could we converse... there perhaps? 

BURR 
If you wish. 

HAMILTON 
Do you remember our last... sincere conversation? 

BURR 
I do. 

HAMILTON 
We swore undying friendship. Undying. What has become of 
that? 
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BURR 
You maligned my good name, sir. You hurt my family. Can 
you now speak of "friendship?" 

HAMILTON 
Yes! I was your friend. And you were mine! What of the 
hurt you had done me? You sent that... woman... to my 
bed. . .to use me .... 

She went of her own free will. 

BURR 
(Interrupting) 

HAMILTON 
She inveigled a copy of a private correspondence.... 

BURR 
I did not ask her for it, sir! She gave it to me without 
solicitation! 

HAMILTON 
Perhaps. But you published it! My God, man...all those 
things about Adams and the administration.... You knew what 
it would mean, and yet you saw fit to.... 

BURR 
I did not write those things down, now did I? 

You were always a conspirator 

A patriot 

HAMILTON 

BURR 

HAMILTON 
I admired you 

Of that, I am sure! 

You were less mean then 

BURR 

HAMILTON 
(Pauses, collects himself.) 

I was...younger 
BURR 
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HAMILTON 
I take it your decision is firm? 

BURR 
It is. 

HAMILTON 
And the Burrites? They are...happy? 

They are contrite. 

When the master speaks. 

BURR 

HAMILTON 
(Under his breath.) 

BURR 
(Hearing and retaliating.) 

Pendleton has learned a trick or two. 

What do you mean? 

He plays to you quite well. 

HAMILTON 

BURR 

HAMILTON 
Oh, yes. Damned nuisance at times. (PAUSE; THEY GRIN) But 
it's nicer to be adulated. 

BURR 
(Warning him.) 

Pendleton is trouble. 

HAMILTON 
You've noticed. He would challenge Van Ness if I asked him 
to. 

BURR 
(Growing angry.) 

Cal1 him off! 

Why? Van Ness is a fool 

He is my friend! 

HAMILTON 

BURR 
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Really now, Aaron. I am your friend—and you want to kill 
me! (PAUSE; UNDERSTANDING) No! You want Van Ness to lead 
the Party. Isn't that it? He'll do anything you tell him. 
What do you have in mind for Swartwout? And Davis? 

BURR 
Why concern yourself? It won't matter to you much longer. 

HAMILTON 
You're dangerous, Burr! You're a scheming, dangerous man, 
and I'm glad I stopped you! 

BURR 
A schemer, yes. But, then, what man in this age and this 
country isn't? Dangerous? Perhaps—to myself—and 
certainly to my enemies and those who fear me. And you fear 
me, sir! As does Jefferson. You call me a schemer? I 
supported an idea to consolidate our national funds—you 
oppose me! I run for Governor of New York—you oppose me! 
You libel me! Why? Because I'm dangerous? No! Because 
I'm Burr! And I am something you will never be...Vice 
President! But what will history say of Hamilton? What 
will you be remembered for? For being a posturing, 
bourgeois fop! 

(HAMILTON angrily tries to 
strike BURR with his glove.) 

HAMILTON 

(BURR grabs HAMILTON'S hand 
and swings it away.) 

BURR 

(He calmly walks away. 
All have turned their their 
attention to this scuffle. 
HOSACK, looking perturbed, 
goes to HAMILTON.) 

VAN NESS 
Hosack! Such a disposition! 

SWARTWOUT 
(To VAN NESS) 

Offer him a drink. Maybe it'll loosen him up. 

Liar! Liar 

You're a fool! 
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VAN NESS 
Doctor! Would you like a drink? It's an awfully bitter 
morning. 

HOSACK 
Is it? It feels fine t o me. 

VAN NESS 
It would. Mr. Pendleton? (NO RESPONSE) Mr. Ham 

PENDLETON 
(Interrupting) 

No! Thank you. We have our own. 

I see. 

Do you? 

VAN NESS 

PENDLETON 

HAMILTON 
(Taking out a snuff case.) 

Colonel Burr, may I offer you a pinch? You were always very 
partial to my special brand. 

(BURR does not respond.) 
Oh. 

(He whispers to PENDLETON as 
they look at BURR. After a 
moment, they turn away and 
laugh.) 

Hmmm! Some of my finest cocaine. Do you suppose he slept 
well last night? 

Only if she was there! 
PENDLETON 

(They laugh out loud. 
BURR turns angrily toward them 
as VAN NESS interrupts.) 

Are you gentlemen ready 

...to die! 

VAN NESS 

(HAMILTON'S men look at each 
other approvingly.) 

PENDLETON 
There will be only one death today sir. We are... nearly. 
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VAN NESS 
Enough then! It's the end of our wait! 

PENDLETON 
Aren't we the eager one. 

VAN NESS 
Eager to rid the world of your malicious, slandering, 
evi1.... 

SWARTWOUT 
Bil ly ! 

HAMILTON 
I hope I won't have to grant two interviews today. 

BURR 
Of all the arrogance! 

PENDLETON . 
(To HAMILTON.) 

You won't have to, sir. I can take the cad! 

VAN NESS 
Cad? You wish to grant me an interview sir? 

SWARTWOUT 
Billy! 

(Both VAN NESS and PENDLETON 
pull away from their sides, 
drawing swords. They exchange 
several passing blows before 
DAVIS steps between them.) 

DAVIS 
Gentlemen! Gentlemen! What about protocol? 

(VAN NESS takes his glove off 
and starts toward PENDLETON. 
SWARTWOUT grabs his hand just 
as he is about to strike 
PENDLETON'S face.) 

HOSACK 
(Stepping in.) 

Let me have the hot tempered fool! I'll cool him soon 
enough! (DRAWS SWORD) 
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(SWARTWOUT throws VAN NESS' 
glove at HOSACK's feet, turns 
to DAVIS and speaks.) 

SWARTWOUT 

(HOSACK yells and starts 
toward SWARTWOUT. They 
exchange only a few glancing 
blows when everyone breaks 
them up!) 

HAMILTON 
Gentlemen! Gentlemen, please! There is to be only one 
death here today...most unnecessarily. So let us direct our 
attention to the matter at hand. Mr. Van Ness, would you 
kindly introduce everyone? 

VAN NESS 
Of course. Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Burr. Mr. Hamilton's 
Principal Mr. Pendleton and Dr. Hosack. Gentlemen, I am Mr. 
Burr's Principal William Van Ness. Mr. John Swartwout and 
Matt Davis. 

HAMILTON 
Gentlemen. Mr. Burr. 

SWARTWOUT 
Gentlemen, forgive me. Death is so permanent... I must 
know...is it really necessary? Must we do this? Is there 
no understanding? 

VAN NESS 
Swartwout! What are you doing? I will ask that question, 
sir ! 

(SWARTWOUT stares at VAN NESS. 
He pauses, then moves to a 
bundle by a tree.) 

SWARTWOUT 
Matt? 

DAVIS 
(Walk ing over.) 

Yes sir? 
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SWARTWOUT 

DAVIS 
(To SWARTWOUT.) 

My god, this is a play. What does VAN NESS get.... 

SWARTWOUT 
(To DAVIS.) 

These men are deadly serious, Matt. And Van Ness is in 
danger of getting himself into trouble with Pendleton. 

DAVIS 
They hate Burr, don't they? 

SWARTWOUT 
They do. Hamilton does not. 

DAVIS 
Then it i^ political! It has to do with the election, 
doesn't it? I'm right, aren't I? 

SWARTWOUT 
Burr might have been President had he not lived up to his 
bargain with Jefferson. And you would have had your 
appointment at any rate, had not Jefferson betrayed him. 

DAVIS 
But Hamilton opposes Jefferson, and surely the odds.... 

SWARTWOUT 
Hamilton can never be President. Jefferson saw to that. 
But Burr was nearly so, and could be still. Who knows? 

VAN NESS 
Gentlemen! The pistols! 

BURR 
Billy, why don't you and Pendleton make the arrangements. 
John, the pistols. 

(PENDLETON and VAN NESS draw 
straws. HAMILTON talks with 
HOSACK. HAMILTON wipes his 
face with his kerchief.) 
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VAN NESS 
Gentlemen, before we begin, it is my duty to ask if it is 
yet possible for a reconciliation. Mr. Hamilton? 

HAMILTON 
I would be only too happy to apologize to Mr. Burr. I have 
never hated him. 

VAN NESS 
Mr. Burr? 

BURR 
Will General Hamilton publicly retract his statement? 

HAMILTON 
I am sorry. That I cannot do. 

BURR 
(Barely audible.) 

Death! 

VAN NESS 
Sir? 

BURR 
Let it begin. 

HAMILTON 
Just a minute. Doctor...my glasses. 

(HOSACK fumbles through his 
pockets to locate his glasses 
and give them to HAMILTON. It 
becomes evident to everyone 
now the historical 
significance of this moment 
and we see the strain in their 
faces.) 

BURR 
Is General Hamilton satisfied? 

(HAMILTON nods to VAN NESS.) 
Good. I am also ready. 

VAN NESS 
Mr. Hamilton, you have choice of position. Your Principal, 
Mr. Pendleton, will give word to fire. 
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HAMILTON 
(Looks around, then decides.) 

He wishes to stand there? 

BURR 
(Turning to SWARTWOUT, 
puzzled.) 

(HAMILTON and BURR are 
positioned back to back.) 

SWARTWOUT 
(To DAVIS.) 

That's great! The sun will be in his eyes. 

One...two...three... 

Why would he do that? 

He's a fool ! 

PENDLETON 
(Begins to count.) 

(HAMILTON and BURR step off on 
the numbers.) 

DAVIS 
(To SWARTWOUT) 

SWARTWOUT 

...nine...ten...FIRE 
PENDLETON 

(HAMILTON turns 
first...sun 1ight strikes his 
face...he flinches slightly, 
then fires...he misses BURR 
and hits a tree branch. There 
are gasps from everyone. 
HAMILTON'S men lower their 
heads. ) 

Present! 

BURR 
(Taking deliberate aim.) 

(He fires. HAMILTON is hit in 
the stomach. He draws himself 
up on his toes, then falls to 
a half-sitting position. 
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I am a dead man! 

PENDLETON rushes to him and 
props him up.) 

HAMILTON 

(BURR starts toward him, but 
VAN NESS stops him. Dr. 
HOSACK rushes to get his bag 
then goes to HAMILTON and 
checks his heart. Blood seep; 
from HAMILTON'S mouth.) 

HOSACK 
Gentlemen! Would you lend me a hand. We are going to move 
the General to the boat. 

Of course. 
SWARTWOUT 

(He goes to help.) 

HAMILTON 
(As he's being lifted.) 

Burr ... please ... come ... I forgive you, Burr. I forgive 
you... 

(He smiles as he's carried 
away. BURR slowly begins to 
laug.) 

DAVIS 
Colonel Burr! Are you all right, sir? 

Yes...yes 

Why is he laughing? 

Burr! Get hold of yourself! 

BURR 
(Continuing to laugh.) 

DAVIS 
(To VAN NESS) 

VAN NESS 

BURR 
He did it! He did it again! 
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DAVIS 

BURR 
Don't you see? History will record it his way. 

VAN NESS 
I don't understand, sir. 

BURR 
His letter... last night he wrote a letter...to 
posterity.. .1 ike a penitent monk's last confession. He said 
he would reserve his fire, perhaps even his second, because 
"morally" he disapproved of duelling. 

(He starts to laugh again.) 

DAVIS 
But he fired first! 

VAN NESS 
Of course he did! Now I'm beginning to understand. And as 
for his "disapproval of duelling," he issued at least three 
challenges.... 

BURR 
...and he knew... better than anyone... that this world...this 
American world, at least... loves a canting hypocrite! 

(They start to escort BURR 
off. ) 

I have actually made him a giant.... 
(They all exit.) 

THE END 
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Characters 

Randy Cassidy: 

Dick Dixon: 

Rinehart: 

about 25; country-western singer; attempts 
to conceal his Italian heritage; a dreamer; 
basically a nice guy; a bit naive; 
enthusiastic 

about 45; artist's manager on the slide; 
has a way with words and booze; a salesman; 
hot tempered but good at heart; this is his 
last shot at the big time 

about 45; Mexican-German; possesses 
homespun wisdom; owns the Crockett Bar; 
sense of humor 

Rosario Flora about 17; beautiful; mysterious; a poet; 
looking for a better life 

Miguel 

Harley Jean: 

Barbie Love: 

about 18; Rinehart's nephew; dark and 
brooding; dislikes anyone not Mexican; a 
segregationist with a chip on his shoulder 

about 25; attractive, former Country & 
Western singer; firey; on a mission; 
Randy's ex-wife 

radio voice; Country & Western Disc Jockey 

TIM. 

The Summer of 1992 

SCENE. 

The action takes place in the Crockett Bar 
in Alamo, Texas 

near the Mexican border 
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CROSSING BORDERS 
by Steven Earl Edwards 

ACT I 

(Inside the Crockett Bar in 
the bordertown of Alamo, 
Texas. It's a fairly typical 
low-to-middle class C & W bar 
with a strong Tex-Mex flavor. 
There is sawdust on the floor 
outlining varied designs made 
the night before by people 
dancing. There are still 
cigarette butts scattered 
around the floor amidst a few 
carelessly broken glasses and 
bottles. A rustic but nicely 
kept bar looms on a diagonal 
stage left. It's exactly the 
length of two average sized 
coffins. Four round tables 
cling precariously to the 
floor just waiting to be 
jostled. Four chairs surround 
each table as if to protect it 
from an unwanted guest. There 
is a beaded door up right that 
invites customers into the bar 
and sometimes beckons them off 
into the larger dance floor 
where would-be singers ply 
their wares in hopes of being 
discovered. There's a picture 
window up center giving an 
expectant glance on to the 
parking lot, a few houses, and 
the rolling hills in the 
distance. Among the various 
items that decorate the bar 
are some replicas of old 
Wanted posters with pictures 
of famous outlaws. Lights 
creep up revealing RANDY 
CASSIDY lying sprawled in a 
chair. He is unshaven and a 
little haggered looking. 
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suffering from a hangover. He 
is wearing a sleeveless 
T-shirt, jeans and no shoes or 
socks. He is about 25 years 
old. RINEHART, the 
half-Mexican, half-German 
bartender, ENTERS to begin the 
daily routine of putting the 
bar back in order for the next 
onslought. He has a 
beer-belly, a silver handlebar 
moustache, and salt and pepper 
stubble. He's dressed 
casually for cleaning. He is 
also the owner of the Crockett 
Bar, firm yet friendly, and 
very wise. He looks at RANDY, 
shakes his head and turns on 
the radio. Mexican music 
plays. It wakes RANDY. 
RINEHART EXITS. RANDY reaches 
up and changes the station. 
The VOICE of BARBIE LOVE comes 
on the radio.) 

BARBIE 
Good mornin' all you desperados. This is WBAP's own Barbie 
Love here to get you off to a good start today, bringing you 
the best of the best in country music. 

(The volume is noticeably 
louder on this station.) 

RANDY 
(GROANS) Ohhhhh 

(He rubs his eyes, slaps his 
face, trying to wake up.) 

BARBIE 
How are all you big strong boys doin' today? Got yourselves 
together truckin' down that ol' highway with those big rigs 
feelin' reatl hot..,Ooooo} I gotta stop that, I've gotta a 
long day ahead o' me yet. 

(RANDY listens but feels 
really out of it. He reacts 
groggily to the radio.) 

Rough night last night? Did ya give her a kiss for me before 
ya left? Well, why not sit back and rest a spell. It's 
hotter than the hinges o' hell today and you're gonna need a 
drink that lasts the whole day long. Yessiree. Treat 
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BARBIE (continued) 
yourself with 7-Eleven's own "Un-Cola" . It's ujibelieable and 
unpredictable in its taste -- just like me. Ooooo! 
Yessiree, nobody loves ya more than Barbie Love loves ya and 
Barbie Love knows what ya love. 

(RANDY gets up and awkwardly 
walks to the bar. He opens a 
tray of ice and dumps it into 
a pan. He pours water into 
the pan and, with great 
effort, dunks his face into 
the cold water. He comes up 
gasping for air.) 

Ooooooeee .Goddamn! 
RANDY 

(With his eyes tightly shut 
unsuccessfully searches for 
bar towel. ) 

he 
a 

BARBIE 
Well, buckaroos, you are tuned in for love, Barbie Love that 
is, on 99.9 WBAP, the music your heart wants to hear. So, 
don't touch that dial. Stay with me for awhile. You'll be 
glad you did. 

(The radio is playing "Achy, 
Breaky Heart". Wiping the 
water off his face, RANDY 
begins to sing along. 
RINEHART ENTERS by separating 
the beads on the door like 
Moses parting the Red Sea. He 
stands like a giant rock, 
staring at RANDY.) 

Por que 
musica! 

tienes el radio a todo 
RINEHART 
meter? Y que clase due 

(He walks to the radio, turns 
down the volume, and changes 
to a station playing Mexican 
music. ) 

RANDY 
(PLEADING) Ah, come on, Rinehart. Talk English will ya? 
And turn baok to my country station. Barbie's playing the 
charts todayl 

(ANNOYED) 
in my bar. 

RINEHART 
If you're gonna stay here, you sleep 
I got plenty o' beds upstairs. You 

in a bed, not 
should put 
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RINEHART (continued) 
your dinero, and you. into a room and bed instead of throwing 
it away on women and whiskey. Now, why don't you go to the 
front desk and get a room like everybody else. 

RANDY 
(APOLOGIZING) Okay, Okay! Look, I'm awake now. (JUMPS 
UP) I'm up. I'm up. (PAUSE) Ohhhh, my back. 

(RINEHART raises his hand as 
if to start his daily 
lecture. RANDY beats him to 
it. ) 

I know! I know. You know, this wasn't exactly my choice of 
sleepin' arrangements....(MUMBLING) just happened to be the 
last place I was when my eyes shut. 

(RANDY gingerly walks over and 
changes the station back to 
WBAP.) 

RINEHART 
Don't you get a belly full of... 

(He mimics bad C & W singing.) 
...'Oh, I'm a hot shot cowboy, with my guitar in one hand, my 
girl and whiskey in the other, with a fancy hat and silver 
star,' and all that shit! 

RANDY 
Sure, go ahead. Make fun of it. But that cowboy music is 
payin' your bils. Poncho. 

RINEHART 
(Under his breath.) 

Ahyeee. 
(RINEHART notices the wanted 
posters on the wall.) 

This is a Mexican bar, hombre! I said you could hang one or 
two 'cowboy' pictures -- not half-dozen! 

RANDY 
Gee, Poncho, you just got no respect. No since of history. 
No pride. It's cowboys like these that settled this 
God-forsaken part of the country. 

(Perturbed, RINEHART crosses 
from behind bar, throwing his 
apron on top, and heads 
straight for RANDY. RANDY 
sheepishly maneuvers so a 
table is between them.) 
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RINEHART 
All right, that does it! If I told you once, I told you a 
hundred times, gringo, my name's not Poncho! Its Rinehart! 
Jorge Jaime Arturo Atondo Hernande«--Rinehart, to be 
precise! Mi papa was German, mi madre Mexicano. I'm Mr.. 
Rinehart to the likes of you, and Arturo to mi Mexican 
brothers. 

(He settles down, crosses back 
to the bar, puts on his apron, 
deliberately changes back to 
the Mexican station.) 

RANDY 
You know what your problem is Pon...(CATCHES HIMSELF), 
Rinehart? No tradition. 

(RANDY begins to tidy himself 
up, trying to find his 
clothes. He locates a boot.) 

RINEHART 
Awh, what we care about gringos. Bang bang. Cowboys and 
Indians, cops and robbers. Big deal. 

RANDY 
Just look at this boot, Rinehart. Will ya look at it?! 
Ain't it a beauty? Not like no Fryers or Dingos, or none o' 
that paper-thin Italian shit. 

(He sheepishly looks up, 
crosses himself, and 
whispers.) 

Sorry pop. Yes sir, a foot can get mighty comfortable in a 
boot like this. 

RINEHART 
You talk that way about a boot, next think you know you'll be 
takin' it to bed. 

RANDY 
So, what do the Mexican dudes around here wear? Sneakers? 

RINEHART 
Nikes. 

RANDY 
Goddamnit, Poncho! Don't you see!? Ain't no tradition. 

RINEHART 
So I drink Coca Cola, so what? So the Mexican boys wear 
sneakers, big deal. We got our own tradition. (PAUSE) You 
hungry? 
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RANDY 
Naw...never eat in the mornin'...upsets my stomach. 

(RANDY looks for his hat and 
other boot. He finds the hat 
and puts it on. He looks up, 
sees the poster of Billy the 
Kid. He takes a stand as if 
to draw a gun on on the 
poster.) 

RANDY 
All right, padnah. It's you or me. (PAUSE) I ain't 
bluffin'. Ya hear me, boy? Big shot. Go on -- go for your 
gun. 

(RIHIHAET shSLk©» hig head and 
goes about his cleaning.) 

(LAUGHS LOUDLY) Only foolin' with ya, Billy. We're ol' 
buddies. I wouldn't draw on no buddy. Right, 
Ponch...uh...Arturo? (PAUSE) Just look at that, will ya? 
01* Billy the Kid, Shot down a whole mess of hombres. A 
'male' dude, Arturo. 'Course he shot most of 'em in the 
back, though. 

(He pauses, and moves to 
another poster.) 

And ol' Jesse James. What a guy. The James Gang. He and 
his brother Frank held up those trains easier than rollin' 
over in their sleep. 

(RANDY moves to the other 
posters.) 

And just look at that mean ol' Wyatt Earp and that long 
barreled pistol o' his — the ol' 'Buntline Special'. Now h£. 
was a real lawman. He shot up the Clanton Gang down at the 
OK Corral. And there's ol' Johnny Ringo — lawman turned 
bad...(PAUSE) or was it outlaw turned sheriff? Never could 
get that one straight. Oh, well — what the hell. Johnny 
Ringol Boy, I wish I could o'met them ol' boys. Ridin' out 
over the plains...wind to ya back...four strong legs and a 
good saddle could take ya all the way the Dakotasl Boy, what 
a life! 

RINEHART 
You crazy gringo 

RANDY 
Ain't they just the greatest? Hung up ol' Wyatt and Johnny 
Ringo just last night. I found 'em in an old junk shop 
yesterday down by the border. I mean, Goddamnit Rinehart, ya 
can't have Billy the Kid and Jesse James on a will without 
some rough guy lawman up there to go toe-to-toe with 'em. 
Don't ya believe in fair play? 
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(RINEHART shakes his head in 
bewilderment.) 

RINEHART 
No. 

(RANDY continues to look for 
his other boot.) 

RANDY 
Where's my other boot? Rinehart, did you take it? 

(RINEHART crosses to the door 
speaking in a caricature of a 
Spanish accent.) 

RINEHART 
Si, senor. I shredded it in the blender. Going to put it in 
the fajitas! 

(RINEHART EXITS. RANDY looks 
around the room, finally 
crossing to the corner behind 
the bar. He sees his boot and 
picks it up. He starts toward 
a chair, dusting off his 
boot. A loud moan is heard 
from behind the bar.) 

What the 

Ohhhh...ohhhh 

RANDY 

(DICK DIXON slowly tries to 
get up off the floor. He's 
about 45 years old, fairly 
attractive in a rugged way; 
dressed in black jeans, 
snakeskin boots. Lone Star 
belt buckle, dishelved white 
western shirt with an untied 
string tie dangling from under 
the collar tips. DIX, as he's 
fondly referred to, sports a 
neatly trimmed beard but has 
stubble breaking through the 
skin. His hair is also 
dishelved and his eyes are 
bloodshot.) 

DIX 

(We see first a hand, then the 
arm, finally his head, slowly 
rising from behind the bar, 
like a sleepy-eyed old 
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Howdy, Dix 

bloodhound struggling onto the 
porch to get his food. RANDY 
looks at Dix knowlingly, and 
smiles.) 

RANDY 

(DIX's face has finally 
cleared the top of the bar. 
He stairs straight ahead with 
a blank look.) 

Ohhhh...ohhhh 

(GRUFFLY; BARELY AUDIBLE) 

DIX 

(RINEHART REENTERS. He and 
RANDY watch as DIX, moaning, 
tries to straighten up. 
Seeing them, DIX gently places 
his forefinger to his lips for 
silence. He very gingerly 
turns, and painstakingly 
searches for a bottle of 
Quervo. RANDY puts on his 
other boot and moves closer in 
wonderment of this almost 
daily routine.) 

Where's the dog? 

What dog, Dix? 
RANDY 

The dog...ha...hair 
DIX 

(He continues to search for 
the Quervo, knocking over a 
couple of bottles during the 
search.) 

Dog hair, Dix? 
RANDY 

(DIX shakes his head "No", 
clears his throat and tries 
again.) 

Hair...dog 
DIX 

(RINEHART is all too familiar 
with Dix's routine. He 
crosses behind the bar, picks 
up the bottle of Quervo, finds 
a shot glass and starts to 
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What's he saying, Rinehart? 

pour. DIX smiles; his eyes 
widen,) 

RANDY 

RINEHART 
Senior Dix here wants the hair of the dog... 

DIX 
(Interrupting him.) 

That's it...just a little hair o' the dog...I bit. 

No. He bite vou. Dix 

Right. Bite loe.. 

RINEHART 
(Correcting him.) 

(He hands DIX the shot of 
tequila.) 

DIX 

(DIX quickly shoots the jigger 
and slams it down indicating 
to RINEHART to fill it again. 
He refills the jigger and 
watches DIX closely. DIX sips 
this one, opening his eyes 
wide. ) 

Ahhhl 

RINEHART 
Good morning, Mr. Dixon. 

(RINEHART starts to put the 
bottle away, but DIX grabs his 
arm, pulling it back to the 
glass.) 

All right, Mr. Dixon. But this is going on your bill. 
(He pours DIX another shot, 
puts the bottle on the bar, 
and starts off. DIX holds the 
shot up to the light, admiring 
it as if it were a precious 
diamond.) 

Uh, good morning, Dix 
RANDY 

DIX 
(Staring at the glass.) 

Ain't nothin' good about it...yet. 
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(He knocks it down and refills 
it. ) 

Ohhh...gotta...gotta approach the mornin'...jus...just the 
right way. Gotta wait...gotta...wait...wait a second or two 
for that ol' holy juice to make its way down to the 
finer...finer parts o' this fine specimen of a body...and in 
a minute or two...ol' Dick Dixon will be as good as new. 
Ain't that right, boy? 

(He knocks down another one, 
and smiles at RANDY.) 

RANDY 
(IN AWE) That's right, Mr. Dixon. 

DIX 
Another one there, bartender 

Get it yourself, gringo 
RINEHART 

(DIX reacts as if he received 
a great present, and pours 
another shot.) 

RANDY 
We had some time last night, didn't we Dix? 

DIX 
Yessir, boy. We are gonna live high on the hog from now on. 

(He offers a shot to Randy.) 
You want one, boy? 

(GRIMACES) Uh, no thanks, Dix 
RANDY 

(DIX smiles as if to say 
'Okay, you don't know what 
you're missing', and knocks it 
down. He pours another shot.) 

DIX 
My old grandpappy, that son of a bitch, must've been 
half-man, half-coyote. First thing in the mornin', he'd hold 
up a shot of tequila and say to me, "Look at this, boy. That 
there's you life's blood, and don't you forget it. Don't 
ever drop, spill or waste any of it. It may look as clear as 
rainwater, but don't let that fool ya." Then he'd proceed to 
drop a bit into his coffee, over his eggs and sometimes, I'd 
swear he'd even wash his face in it. Yessir, boy. Brand new 
day! Gotta greet it the right way. (HE DRINKS) 

Yes, sir 

RANDY 
Brand new day. We got a top twenty there, Dix! 
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DIX 
You're right about that, boy. A real top twenty. (SLAMS 
DOWN GLASS) Dja hear that. Poncho? 

RINEHART 
You gringos drink like fish. 

DIX 
That's right. Poncho. We drink like fish, eat like bears, 
and fight like mountain lions. 

(He takes a Confederate flag 
out of his shirt, stands on a 
bar stool, and hangs it up 
directly behind the bar.) 

RINEHART 
How many times I tell you, Mr, Dixon. No politics. 

(DIX continues to position the 
flag just right.) 

(TO RANDY) Every time he comes here, he's gotta put it up. 
And every time he does, sooner or later some drunken Chicane 
comes in and he's gotta tear it down. Ahyee! This is my 
bar! I gotta make everybody happy. Anyone who passes from 
Corpus Christi to Laredo comes to the Crockett Bar. I...I 
have Johnny Cash here once...Hank Williams and Hank Williams 
Jr. They're the only ones I let carve their initials in my 
bar. See. (POINTS TO INITIALS) And that's Willie Nelson's 
actual boot print. 

(He points to a 2' square 
framed boot print set in 
cement hanging behind the 
bar. ) 

Thev never put up flag. (LOUD) Only you, Mr. Dixon. 
Tradition, hal Lucky for you Poncho Villa is caput, or lue.. . . 

(He mimes cutting his throat, 
and points to Dix.) 

DIX 
(Admiring his hanging job.) 

Looky there. Yessir, ain't she pretty? Only a damn fool or 
(TEASINGLY) an ignorant greaser wouldn't fall in love with 
the sight of that. 

(RINEHART turns briskly away.) 
Oh, don't worry 'bout nothin', by Mexicali amigo...I's 
joshing ya. (TO RANDY) Boy, I want you to salute that ol' 
flag now. 

(He jumps down and stands 
beside RANDY.) 
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RANDY 
(Admiring the flag.) 

Sure is a pretty lookin' flag, Dix. 
(Slowly they both salute.) 

DIX 
Sure is. Stood for everything descent in this country. 
Wrong side won that war. You know that don't ya boy?! But 
Hfi. got the last laugh. The North wishes they was like us. 

How's that, Dix? 
RANDY 

DIX 
Well, hell, boy...they's all moving south...to God's 
country. We call 'em 'snow diggers', boy. The North is all 
crowded, corrupt, and polluted. Hell, the South's got good, 
pure, clean air, and they want it. 

(During DIX's speech, RANDY 
has crossed to the picture 
window and is looking out.) 

Yessir, boy...boy! 

I knew she'd come back 

She lives on the hill 
woman. 

RANDY 

(RINEHART walks over to 
RANDY.) 

RINEHART 
Takes care of her madre...a sick old 

RANDY 
Yeah? Look at that girl — would ya look at her. (PAUSE) 
Wow! Now that's something you Mexicans can be proud of. A 
shame she's gotta be cooped up with an old lady. 

RINEHART 
Hey, don't fool with these Mexican girls. We gotta sayin': 
"La belleza de una mujer es tan profunda a como su corazon, y 
su corazon puede ser tan profundo como el pozo mas profundo." 

RANDY 
Ah, I don't understand no Mexican talk. (PAUSE) Shit! 
She's goin' back in. I thought she'd be at the show last 
night. (PAUSE; SMILES) She'll be back. (WALKS AWAY) I got 
a feelin' . 
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(DIX speaks slowly and 
clearly.) 

DIX 
Keep your mind on your work, boy. 

(PAUSE) 

RINEHART 
Where's that nephew of mine? I don't understand that boy 
There ain't no work around, so I give him a job and he's 
never on time. 

RANDY 
(Rushing to the radio.) 

Goddamn! I forgot the countdown! 
(He changes the station.) 

Madre de Dio 

RINEHART 
(Crosses himself.) 

(A Garth Brooks song is 
playing.) 

RANDY 
Boy, ol' Garth's gotta a fine sound. 

(RINEHART continues his 
chores.) 

DIX 
(Getting dressed.) 

You bet boy. Just as famous as him — that's how you'll be 
one day. Had a lot o' boys I was pullin' for before we got 
together. A lot of talented ones too. Some of these boys 
could jus play up a storm. Had me some sweet soundin' girls 
too. Looked better than Kathy Mattea, or Tanya Tucker, built 
as good as ol' Dolly...shiiit...1 had me some good ones. But 
every damn time somethin' went wrong. With the boys, it was 
women or drink. With the women it was...other problems. But 
I tell you, I've been so close...so Goddamn close. I'll tell 
ya boy, you 'n me's gonna hit the big time. I been straight 
with you and you been straight with me, and now we jus' 
follow on through. Ain't that right, boy? 

RANDY 
You really think my song can take us all the way? 

DIX 
Sure thing boy. But first things first. Ya gotta mnid your 
career boy, jus' like ya get dressed in the morning. 

(DIX runs hot water into a pan 
and lathers up with a can of 
shaving cream kept under the 
bar. He begins to shave.) 
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DIX (continued) 
Gotta clean yourself of all the slime and scum that daily 
livin' covers ya with. Gotta peeeel it off....like a rattler 
does an old skin. 

RANDY 
Right Dix. 

RINEHART 
(Throws down bar towel.) 

I gotta find that nephew of mine. (TO RANDY) If he comes 
in, you tell him I'm looking for him, okay? 

RANDY 
Yea, sure, Pon...uh...Rinehart. 

A man's work is never done 
RINEHART 

(HE EXITS. DIX pulls out a 
suitcase from under the bar 
and sets it on the counter. 
He opens it and pulls out a 
nicely pressed western shirt.) 

DIX 
Yessir. Gotta greet every day like it's the beginning of a 
new life. You remember that boy. 

RANDY 
That's a nice sayin', Dix. 

DIX 
(Getting dressed.) 

Yep. Gotta approach the world fit and in the right frame of 
mind. That's how I got this far boy, and that's how I mold 
your career....one step at a time. 

RANDY 
We gotta leave Alamo soon though, Dix. A month in this cow 
town is making me itchy. I gotta move...I gotta sing...I 
think we oughta go to Nashville, Dix. 

DIX 
(He powders himself.) 

Ya can't rush things boy. Ya gotta be prepared. They'll eat 
ya up out there. Jus stick with ol' Dix, boy. I'll get us 
there. (PAUSE) You're a desperado boy. You're on the run. 
You're chasin' that big diamond in the sky. (PAUSE) We'll 
be outa here in a couple o' days...'less that storm holds us 
up. 
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RANDY 
Look at ya, Dix. You look like a new born baby. 

DIX 
Appearances boy...appearances. 

RANDY 
Where are we gonna be headin', Dix? 

DIX 
Well...let's look at the situation. (PAUSE) You got 
yourself a top twenty hit on the San Antonio charts. 
(THINKS) Me bein' the kind of manager I am...I say...we go 
right to the top. 

RANDY 
Yeah? 

DIX 
Let's see.. . 

(He pulls out a map.) 
I say...we go...north. 

RANDY 
North? C'mon Dix. I left the North to come here. 

DIX 
(Hushing RANDY.) 

I meant north from here. Maybe...Ft. Worth. I think I can 
get us a gig at Billy Bob's. 

RANDY 
Ft. Worth? Billy Bob's? Me singing at Billy Bob's...the 
largest honkytonk in the world? Man, if the BQE gang could 
only see me now. 

DIX 
(Hushes him again.) 

(WHISPERS) You gotta be careful with that shit, boy. 

RANDY 
(Bites his index finger.) 

(SOFTLY) Yeah, right. Sorry Dix. 

DIX 
Let's see...I'11 make a few calls...and we'll be on stage in 
Ft. Worth in the big time. You'll play twenty minutes o' 
your best. 

(Excited, RANDY bites both 
index fingers.) 

RANDY 
I got a lot tunes, Dix. I've redone some old Charlie Pride 
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RANDY (continued) 
and Johnny Cash tunes...then there's my own....hell, I'll 
make Billy Ray Cyrus' achy, breaky heart break down and fall 
off the charts. 

(RANDY AND DIX slap a 
high-five.) 

We got a top twenty hit, Dix...a top twenty! Dynamite! 
Dyn-o-mitel Madone! (BITES FINGER) 

(DIX gives RANDY a look of 
warning.) 

(SOFTLY) Sorry, Dix. (PAUSE) 
DIX (continued) 

(He moves RANDY to a far 
corner of the bar so RINEHART 
cannot hear. He tries to 
explain.) 

DIX 
I told ya before...I ain't got nothin' against New York, or 
Italians, or anything, but if you wanna make it big in this 
business, you gotta keep that Brooklyn...Queens...that yankee 
shit to yourself. Don't let it slip. It don't the hell 
matter where you're from — as long as nobody knows you're 
from up there. It's where you act like you're from that 
counts. 

But I ain't ashamed about 

RANDY 
(Pleadingly 

where I'm from. 

DIX 
If ya wanna pull somethin' over on somebody... if ya wanna be 
a big star, the less they know about you the better. 
Especially at this stage o' your career. Hell, there ain't a 
DJ in this part o' the world that would play your cuts if 
word got out I was reppin a damn yankee. There's jus' too 
many real country and western kids out there, and they got 
this stuff in their blood. It's kinda like the blacks and 
their blues. They got soul...cowboys got soul...and yankees 
ain't cowboys...and that's the way it is....at least for 
now. But we're gonna pull one over on everybody, boy. I've 
waited all my life to get in there with a hit and, boy, 
you're it! (SINCERELY) You got poetry in your voice. 
Randy. (STANDS; GESTURES) Your songs travel across the 
empty stretches of highway on a small, invisible air wave 
above the rollin' wind. (IMPRESSED WITH HIMSELF) How's 
that? And then people...people all over turn on those little 
magic music boxes, hone in on just the right dial with your 
name on it, and it's like heaven for 'em. Ya see, ya got a 
gift. Randy boy. Ya gotta nurture that gift...just the right 
way. (CONFIDENTIALLY) And I'm the 'nurture man'. 
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RANDY 
You're right, Dix. I guess, next to my old buddies 
m...(CATCHES HIMSELF)...up there, you're one of the few men 
I admire most. (PAUSE) It's a dream come true me playin 
at Billy Bob's. And you made it happen. 

(DIX finishes dressing.) 

DIX 
Well, let's keep our minds on one gig at a time. 

Right, Dix 

What ya lookin' at? 

Just lookin' up the hill 

RANDY 

(DIX is all dressed. RANDY 
crosses over to the picture 
window and looks out.) 

DIX 

RANDY 

(PAUSE) 

DIX 
(ACCUSINGLY) Got a fancy for that greaser, don't ya. 

RANDY 
(SMILES) She's a might good lookin' one. 

DIX 
Go ahead...that's it! Be a fool! (CROSSES TO RANDY) Now 
boy, I told ya time and time again to stay away from 
trouble. What the hell you want with a Chicane like that? 
(PAUSE) 

RANDY 
Like what? 

DIX 
Well, ain't you heard the talk around here? 

RANDY 
What talk? 

DIX 
She's a greaser that just loves gringos—all gringos—any 
gringo. And that don't go over too well 'round here. Ain't 
good for customer relations...ain't good for your 
reputation. Hell you ain't even got one yet. And this ain't 
the kind ya want. So, you stay away from her. A woman like 
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DIX (continued) 
that can only bring trouble, and put an end to any dream you 
might have of being a star. 

RANDY 
You're right, Dix. You're always right. 

DIX 
(Looks at RANDY.) 

You know, boy....I been thinkin'. Who d'ya thinks the love 
idol o' millions of women 'cross this country? 

RANDY 
(QUICKLY) That's easy, Dix. Garth Brooks, Ricky Van 
Shelton, Billy Ray Cyrus... 

(He stops abruptly, thinks, 
then points at DIX knowingly.) 

...Johnny Carson! 

DIX 
(Shakes his head "no".) 

You know who it is these women, housewives, secretaries, and 
just all those rich broads can't wait to get into the sack 
with? (PAUSE) The Marlboro Man! 

RANDY 
The Marlboro Man? Hell, he ain't even on TV any more, 

DIX 
But he's still on a lot o' billboards. Don't ya see boy? 
It's the image. There he is...his face plastered all over 
the Goddamn world...on billboards, in restaurants, on buses, 
big cities, little cities, country roads.... there's somethin' 
there we gotta take a real good look at. (PAUSE) I think 
maybe we oughta get you a moustache. 

RANDY 
Yeah? 

DIX 
(Hands him a cigarette.) 

Try it. 
(RANDY puts it in his mouth 
and poses.) 

RANDY 
Like this? 

DIX 
Look mean. (PAUSE) Give me a hard jaw look. Casual boy, 
casual. That's it. 
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RANDY 

DIX 
That's it, boy. Starting tomorrow, I wanna see the 
beginnings of a moustache. 

(DIX tosses RANDY two $20 
dollar bills.) 

RANDY 
Wow! Thanks, Dix. 

(Before RANDY can pick them 
up, DIX takes one back.) 

DIX 
Forgot...I need twenty for expenses, 

RANDY 
That's all of my share? 

DIX 
Expenses, boy! (STARTS OFF) Well, you listen to that chart 
now. I gotta run into town and buy me some cologne. Plumb 
run out. Gotta make a good impression. 

RANDY 
Yeah...a good impression. 

DIX 
I'll be back for the 6:00 show. Hey, don't forget the 
countdown there. We got a top twenty. Ya gotta be your own 
best fan now, don't you forget that. 

(DIX takes the keys out of his 
pocket and spins them.) 

Got any quarters? I gotta make those calls. 

RANDY 
Jesus, Dix. Only thing ya left me is some drinkin' money and 
a hole in my pocket, 

(DIX pats RANDY on the back,) 

DIX 
Just wanna get a couple of gigs, that's all. Maybe as early 
as next Wednesday. Gotta make a couple o' calls...talk to 
the right people.... hate to see ya wait.... 

RANDY 
All right. Here. Take my jukebox money. 

(RANDY removes his boot and 
sock and dumps a handful of 
quarters on the table. DIX 
scoops them up.) 
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DIX 
So, you practice boy. Practice and stay away from that there 
slushwater. Makes ya face look old. You ain't an eighteen 
year old kid any more, ya know. 

(DIX EXITS. RANDY puts his 
sock and boot back on. He 
crosses to the bar and turns 
on the radio, then crosses to 
the window to watch DIX drive 
away. He then crosses behind 
the bar and takes out a cold 
beer and looks in the Lone 
Star Beer mirror behind the 
bar. Country music is playing 
on the radio. RANDY picks up 
his guitar stored behind the 
bar, crosses over and looks at 
the wanted posters and 
smiles. MIGUEL, RINEHART's 
nephew, slowly ENTERS the 
bar. He's is about 18, hard 
looking, dark hair and dark 
skin. He always seems somber, 
troubled. He quietly listens 
while RANDY talks to the 
posters.) 

RANDY 
Jesse James...just look at ya. The bad guys had it made in 
those days. 

(He turns and sees MIGUEL.) 
Oh, Poncho is looking for you, amigo. 

(MIGUEL just stares at RANDY.) 
(PAUSE) What ya lookin' at. 

(RANDY glances at the 
posters.) 

MIGUEL 
(He points to the posters.) 

Quienes son? 

You kiddin' me? 
Ringo. 

RANDY 
Why, that's Billy, Jesse, Wyatt, and Johnny 

(MIGUEL walks past RANDY and 
stares at the pictures and 
pulls down the one of Billy 
the Kid.) 

Hey, let go of that, boy 
RANDY 
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(RANDY grabs MIGUEL'S 
shoulder. MIGUEL pushes RANDY 
away just as RINEHART ENTERS.) 

RINEHART 
Hijo de puta! Miguel, where have you been? Donde es estado? 

n- w RANDY 
^u^'w i?®[?^^^' ^^^'^ y^" *̂ 1̂1 this boy to lay off. Look what 
the hell he just did to Billy. 

RINEHART 
(TO RANDY) I told you this was a Mexican bar. 

RANDY 
Mexican, Indian, cowboy...what the hell difference does it 
make? It ain't right for someone to just come in and tear 
down another man's posters. It ain't right. 

RINEHART 
(TO MIGUEL) Vete adentro y traeme hielo. Get ice. 

(He hands MIGUEL a large 
bucket. MIGUEL brushes RANDY 
as he EXITS.) 

Jesu Christo! 
(RINEHART changes to a Mexican 
station.) 

RANDY 
(Looking after MIGUEL) 

What's the matter with that boy? Don't he speak English? 

RINEHART 
(He looks at RANDY) 

He knows how, but don't like to. He ignores me when I speak 
it. His padre was a member of MAYO. Miguel's a rebel—the 
real 'rebel without a cause'. He hates gringos—especially 
shit kickers and goat ropers. 

Well, I don't mean no harm 

You got a white face. 

RANDY 

RINEHART 

RANDY 
(REFLECTIVE) He wasn't so ornery a month ago. He must be 
jealous o' me becoming a big country-western star. Even back 
in Brooklyn, where I grew up, guys were jealous of me. Used 
to be part of a singing group—called ourselves the "Golden 
Ginnies", 
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RINEHART 
Chickens? You sing with a bunch of ginnie hens? (LAUGHS) 

RANDY 
Slang, Poncho, A Ginnie s like,,.like a "Greaser". 

(STOPS LAUGHING) Oh 
RINEHART 

RANDY 
We sang acapella. Frankie sang base, Dominic did "boom bappa 
boom bappa boom", and me...I was somewhere in the middle. 
Everybody would stand around us...make a circle, ya know. 
Used to sing under the BQE...a bridge., 
singing in the shower. 

it was kinda like 

(He sings a 
from a 50's 

couple of bars 
hit.) 

"Re-mem-mem, Re-mem-mem-mem-ber 
Re-mem-mem, Re-mem-mem-mem-ber 
Re-mem-mem, Re-mem-mem-mem-ber 
Then, then, remember then,,,," 

We were the best damn group on Coney Island Avenue. 
(RINEHART is taking all this 
in. He tries to copy RANDY.) 

RINEHART 
Boomp vava boomp vaya boomp boomp boomp? 

RANDY 
No.,,boom bappa,..never mind. (RATHER SHYLY) You know. 
Poncho in all that time, I never told my folks about our 
singing. My old man was a bricklayer, and one day he saved 
enough to buy this caddie. Well, would you believe the first 
thing he puts in it is a tape player. And you know what 
tapes he buys? Eddie Arnold. 

(RINEHART listens but sees no 
significance.) 

That's right. And there we were, me and the old man, crusin' 
through Bay Ridge, singing "Your Cheatin' Heart", just like 
two good ol' boys. Crazy thing about it was me and Pop never 
say anything west of Jersey. (PAUSE) But I wasn't gonna be 
no bricklayer. No sir. Not me. (PAUSE) Who the hell'd be 
jealous of a bricklayer? 

(RINEHART glances at the 
calendar on the wall and tears 
off the previous day's date.) 
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RINEHART 
You be careful no one else hear you talk like this. Dix be 
very angry. 

(The date on the calendar 
reads March 6.) 

RANDY 
You just changin' the date now? No wonder you ponchos got a 
rep for movin' so slow. 

RINEHART 
Today's Santa Anna's victory of the Texians. 

RANDY 
What victory? 

RINEHART 
The Alamo. 

(RANDY flinches, then looks 
toward the window.) 

RANDY 
If it wasn't for the breeze, this place would be hotter than 
hell, not to mention a bit smelly. 

RINEHART 
Grapefruit. That's all this place is good for. Can't 
believe a place so hot can make a thing so sweet. Mi padre 
was one of those snow diggers. Came down here one summer to 
grow grapefruit, but married mi madre, and that was that. He 
left me this place. 

RANDY 
Davy Crockett, Bill Travis, Jim Bowie.... those were some 
guys. How can you call that Mexican fiasco a victory? 

RINEHART 
You know something? All you angles think Mexicans are 
useless, lazy, no goods, or outlaw bandito like Poncho Villa, 
or Zapata. But Santa Anna was a real hombre. He had 
respect...machismo. 

RANDY 
Five thousand Ponchos couldn't lick a hundred and eighty-five 
real men. You had thirteen days to beat the likes of those 
Tennessee sharpshooters and Texicans. 

(He looks out the window.) 
Hey, she's comin' out again. 

RINEHART 
She comin' here? 
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I think so. 
RANDY 

RINEHART 
(QUIETLY) This is the time she comes. 

RANDY 
Wow! What a woman. How old you reckon she is? 

RINEHART 
Does it matter? 

No...not really 
RANDY 

RINEHART 
They call her 'La inalcanzabla'—the unattainable one. 

RANDY 
(Enthralled.) 

(BARELY AUDIBLE) Jesus Christ! Boy, could I play suck-face 
with her. 

RINEHART 
(Glaring) What? 

RANDY 
I mean...uh...I'd sure like to see her face to face..,,you 
know....walk her the long way home. 

(PAUSE) Hey, cowboy! 
RINEHART 

(RANDY turns to look at him, 
sensing he's in trouble.) 

RANDY 
What is it Pon...Mr, Rinehart? 

RINEHART 
When she comes in here I may give her a drink—Tequila or 
Carte Blanca, but that's all. Then she go. You listen to 
me. That girl is different. 

RANDY 
Different? What do ya mean? 

RINEHART 
Just stay away from her. There's other women in Alamo. Look 
for another one tonight when you play. 
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That should no concern you. 
RINEHART 

(RANDY rushes to the radio, 
changes to WBAP. C & W music 
is heard. They turn to look 
as ROSARIO FLORA ENTERS. She 
stands in the shadow of the 
doorway, gently parting the 
beads. They outline her body 
like hundreds of shiny 
crystals. A cool breeze 
gently blows through the bar. 
She is carrying a bunch of 
flowers to place in the bar. 
The smell is a fresh welcome 
to the place. She is a 
beautiful Mexican girl of 
about 17, with long, black 
hair, and large brown eyes. 
She wears a softly flowing 
cotton dress that reveals the 
outline of her body when the 
sun is at her back as it is 
now. She is truly a vision to 
behold. She looks at RANDY, 
then takes a few steps toward 
RINEHART who's at the bar by 
now, ) 

Tienes hielo? Se nos acabo 

Seguro, In un minute 

ROSARIO 

RINEHART 

(RINEHART walks to the door 
and EXITS. ROSARIO sits and 
looks around, RANDY picks up 
the guitar and tries to think 
of something to say. She 
looks past him at the 
posters.) 

Like 'em? Ain't they 
there's...oh, Jesus! 
I'm saying. 

RANDY 
real life-lookin'? (PAUSE) That 
You probably don't understand anything 
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(ROSARIO smiles and speaks 
with a beautiful Mexican 
accent.) 

ROSARIO 
That one is Billy the Kid, that one is Jesse the 
James.,,maybe... 

RANDY 
(SMILES; EXCITED) Right. 

ROSARIO 
And that's Wyatt Earp with the long gun, and that's...how you 
say? Yo no quiero. 

RANDY 
Johnny Ringo. That's Johnny Ringo. I put him up there last 
night. 

ROSARIO 
And you? 

RANDY 
Me? Randy... Randy Cassidy. My poster...uh...picture is 
hanging just inside the other room...but I guess you already 
saw it. 

ROSARIO 
(SMILING) Yes. I saw it. 

(PAUSE) 

RANDY 
You live on the hill, huh? 

ROSARIO 
(SOFTLY) Si. With mi madre. 

RANDY 
I've seen you through the window, 

(ROSARIO crosses to the 
posters.) 

ROSARIO 
You like the cowboys? 

RANDY 
Yeah, 

ROSARIO 
You look like a cowboy. (PAUSE) You play guitar? You sing? 
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Right, 

You write your own words? 

Sure, 

A poet! 

Uh, yeah, I guess. 

RANDY 
(He is short on words.) 

ROSARIO 

RANDY 

ROSARIO 

RANDY 

ROSARIO 
You know Keats? "La Belle Dame sans Merci?" 

RANDY 
He's not on the charts, I don't think. But, hey, I know a 
poem, "The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere", (HE RECITES) 
"Listen my children, and you shall hear",..ah,.. 

(ROSARIO interrupts.) 

ROSARIO 
"I met a Lady in the Mead, 
Full beautiful, a feary's child, 
her hair was long, her foot was light 
and her eyes were wild," (LONG PAUSE) 

RANDY 
(Shuts off the radio,) 

That's beautiful, I could never write anything like that. 

ROSARIO 
I bet you could. My father left me books. (PAUSE) I'm 
sorry,,.I embarrassed you. 

RANDY 
Naw...it's all right. 

ROSARIO 
(Changing the subject.) 

It becomes very hot here in Alamo. (PAUSE) Have you ever 
been up north? 

RANDY 
Sure. I'm from...I mean...I been to New York...once. Been 
to Nashville, Pennsylvania...even out west to California, 
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ROSARIO 
Sometimes I can imagine what those places look like. 

(PAUSE) 

RANDY 
Well...they all kinda look the same, to tell ya the truth. 
Some got a lot of sunshine... some don't. Some got a lot of 
people, and some are kinda small. All the same though, 

ROSARIO 
I don't believe that. (PAUSE) I'm going leave here soon. I 
will see those places for myself. (PAUSE) You playing 
tonight? 

RANDY 
Yeah. You should come over. Not all the stuff I play is my 
own, but, what the hell..,come over and listen, 

(RINEHART ENTERS with a bucket 
of ice. MIGUEL is with him.) 

RINEHART 
Senorita. 

(Hands bucket to her.) 

ROSARIO 
Gracias. 

RINEHART 
(TO HER) Tequila? Carte Blanca? 

(She looks at MIGUEL.) 

ROSARIO 
No, gracias. 

(MIGUEL stares at her.) 

RINEHART 
(TO MIGUEL) Lleva a la casa y vuelve in seguida. 

RANDY 
(TO ROSARIO) I'll help you, 

(RINEHART stops him.) 

RINEHART 
No! Let Miguel do it. 

RANDY 
(TO ROSARIO) Okay. Tonight then. About 8:00? 

ROSARIO 

Si, 
(She starts to exit.) 
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Oh, I didn't get your name 
RANDY 

Rosario. Rosario Flora. 
ROSARIO 

(MIGUEL glares at her as 
ROSARIO EXITS. MIGUEL EXITS.) 

RANDY 
Jesus Christ! Wow! What a woman! Hey Poncho, she's comin' 
here tonight to hear me sing. You believe that? 01' Randy 
Cassidy's some kinda lady's man. Wow! 

(RINEHART walks to the window 
and quietly watches. RANDY 
turns the volume up on the 
radio.) 

Must o' been the new boots that did it. 
(RINEHART turns the radio 
off. ) 

You gringos are too noisy 
RINEHART 

(RANDY sits in a chair and 
polishes his boots on the back 
of his jeans.) 

RANDY 
Hey, Poncho. Just think of it. We're here in the Crockett 
Bar, in a town called Alamo. Ain't that wild? And Barbie 
Love's gonna play my song. My top twenty hit! 

RINEHART 
Big deal. 

RANDY 
Gonna be some night tonight. Hey, Poncho. Wake me when my 
song comes on. I'm gonna take me a fiesta. 

RINEHART 
Siesta! Me too. Listen for yourself. 

RANDY 
(Takes off his bandana.) 

Really, Rinehart. Please? Wake me a little later...when Dix 
drives up for sure. Don't want him to think I've been 
loafin' . 

(RANDY EXITS.) 

RINEHART 
Yeah, yeah 
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(RINEHART EXITS. MIGUEL 
ENTERS. Slowly, he puts his 
hand into his pocket and takes 
out a big knife. Opening the 
knife, he walks to the guitar 
and defiantly cuts the 
strings—one by one. MIGUEL 
EXITS.) 

END OF ACT I 
Scene 1 
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ACT I 
Scene 2 

(Three hours later. RANDY, in 
jeans, boots and cowboy hat, 
is doing an assortment of 
push-ups, knee bends, jogging, 
and other exercises, in a very 
humorous way, preparing 
himself for his show. The 
radio is playing "I Miss Billy 
The Kid." HARLEY JEAN 
ENTERS. She is an attractive 
lady about twenty-five, an 
attorney's daughter from 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 
She's a very quick-witted, 
direct, no-nonesense kind of 
lady who speaks rather fast 
and with a beautiful southern 
drawl. She sees RANDY. Her 
eyes light up. RANDY s back 
is toward her. She quietly 
sits behind him at a table and 
watches him. RANDY is busy 
exercising and sing along with 
the radio, trying to psych 
himself up for the show. He 
does some half-exerted 
sit-ups. HARLEY JEAN leans 
over to him,) 

HARLEY JEAN 
(LAUGHING) I don't believe my eyes...but it's true. Randy 
Cassidy...you're Randy Cassidy. 

(He doesn't look up, but 
starts exercising 
harder—showing off.) 

RANDY 
That's right lady. I'm the guy with the top twenty hit. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Funny, though. You look just like this "Ginnie" I knew back 
in Brooklyn. 

(RANDY freezes, then looks 
quickly at her.) 

You bet your ass...it's Harley Jean. 
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(RANDY doesn't move.) 

HARLEY JEAN (continued) 
Well, aren't ya gonna come here and give your ex a hug and a 
kiss, you lazy, good for nothin' Yankee! 

(RANDY jumps up putting his 
hand over her mouth. He hugs 
her, but not too 
enthusiastically. She holds 
him at arm's length.) 

Still the same good-lookin' boy I hooked up with when I had 
rocks in my head. 

RANDY 
Jesus, Harley Jean. What are you doin' here? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Just returning from a vacation in Acapulco and Mexico City. 
Thought I'd drive through the Valley, pick up sweet Ruby-Red 
grapefruit on my way back to Chapel Hill. Then I saw your 
picture in my hotel lobby and just had to stop. Sure beats 
me, you doin' a gig here in Alamo, Texas...at the Crockett 
Bar. 

(RANDY goes to the bar to wash 
his face.) 

RANDY 
You travelin' alone? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Yeah...sort of. Guess you been keepin' tabs on my career, 

RANDY 
Little run o' bad luck.,.that's all. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Could be. (PAUSE) Been five years and I sure wouldn't have 
guessed I'd run into you in a place like this, 

RANDY 
Yeah. It's kinda strange isn't it? 

HARLEY JEAN 
But that was when you was...what was that name again...Tom T. 
Cash? 

RANDY 
Yeah...you know,,.the name had nothin' going for it. 

HARLEY JEAN 
And what was it before that? (PAUSE) Jamie Autry? 
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RANDY 
Yeah. Guess that name had nothin' goin' for it either. But 
I got a good one now. Randy Cassidy. Mr. Dixon picked it 
out for me. It fits, don't ya think? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Dick Dixon. I can't believe he's still in the business. I 
can't believe you got him for your manager, 

RANDY 
Oh, Dix is all right. He's aces all the way. He's a big man 
down here. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Snakes always slither back to their holes. 

RANDY 
Oh, come on, Harley Jean, He's done been good for me, 

HARLEY JEAN 
(PAUSE) Well, aren't you gonna invite me to sit down? Offer 
a girl a drink? 

RANDY 
Oh, yeah..,sure. Sit right there and I'll order us a beer. 

(He crosses to the door.) 
Hey, Rinehart! You gotta a couple o' customers here. 
(PAUSE) Hey, Poncho! 

(RINEHART sleepily comes 
through the door.) 

RINEHART 
We're not officially open yet. You know that, 

RANDY 
Ah, come on Rinehart, We just want a couple of beers. This 
lady's been driving a long time and she's real thirsty. 

RINEHART 
(YELLING) Miguel! (PAUSE) Miguel! We got a customer 
Mierda! Aqui viene un cliente. 

(Goes to the table.) 
Buenos dias, senorita. What would you like? Tequila? Carte 
Blanca? 

(MIGUEL ENTERS and crosses to 
the bar.) 

(TO MIGUEL) Limpia la mesa. 
HARLEY JEAN 

(LOOKING AT RANDY) I'll have a...tequila sunrise? 
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RANDY 
Uh,..sure...go ahead. It's on me Poncho...I mean Rinehart 

(He looks at his money.) 
I'll have a beer—draft! 

RINEHART 
(TO MIGUEL) Una tequila sunrise y una cervesa directo del 
barril. (TO HARLEY JEAN) Senorita, es grapefruit juice. 
Okay? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Sure. Orange, grapefruit,,.it's all the same to me. 

(TO MIGUEL) Aqui, Miguel 
RINEHART 

(RINEHART goes to help 
MIGUEL.) 

RANDY 
Well, ain't you gonna congratulate me? 

HARLEY JEAN 
So what's to congratulate? 

RANDY 
(SHOCKED) My hit single! Ain't ya heard? "Lonesome 
Cowboy". It's on all the stations. Dix is out now sortin' 
through all the offers to appear live. 

HARLEY JEAN 
"Lonesome Cowboy" huh? By Tom T....I mean. Randy Cassidy. 

(MIGUEL brings the drinks to 
the table, glares at RANDY, 
turns and walks away.) 

Sorry, honey. But I just haven't heard about it. But my car 
radio isn't working right. 

RANDY 
It's on the top twenty, Harley Jean. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Is that so? 

RANDY 
You bet. They say it's a big seller down here in Texas. 
It's in the top ten up in Dallas-Ft. Worth, Abilene, Lubbock, 
and it's only playin' big for two weeks. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Imagine that. (PAUSE) Getting any anyplace else?...airplay, 
that is. (SHE SMILES) 
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Q u -,-, RANDY 
i>ure. Well not yet, I guess. But Dix says he wouldn't be 
surprised if we ain't recordin' in Nashville any day now. 

„ , ,, HARLEY JEAN 
He must really be pushing it. 

(Pause. She picks up her 
u TT . , ^ drink for a toast.) 
Well, here s to. 

(He raises his glass.) 
„^ . RANDY 
Thanks. (THEY TOAST) Dix really knows this business. 

(She looks over the bar.) 
HARLEY JEAN 

Well, I guess this place ain't so bad, 

RANDY 
(CONFIDENTIALLY) I'm just a big frog in a little 
pond,,.waitin' for the pond to get bigger. (PAUSE; THEY 
DRINK) 

HARLEY JEAN 
How you been otherwise. Randy? 

RANDY 
Oh, good...good. Real good Harley Jean, (PAUSE) I ain't 
keepin' ya from nothin' am I? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Well, to tell ya the truth, I was lookin' for a place to lay 
up for the night. That storm is supposed to be passing 
through tonight, and I'd hate to be on the road when it 
hits. (TO RINEHART) You got any rooms bartender? 

RINEHART 
Jorge Jaime Arturo Atondo Hernandez—Rinehart, Senorita. 
(CROSSES TO HER) But you can call be Jorge. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Okay...Hor-hey. Ya got any rooms? 

RINEHART 
Si, senorita. Es fifteen dollars a night. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Well, that sounds reasonable, Hor-hey. Then it's settled, 

(RINEHART crosses to instruct 
MIGUEL to make sure a room is 
ready for her,) 
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RANDY 

HARLEY JEAN 
I reckon Dix takes care of your expenses. 

RANDY 
Uh, yeah. Ya know, ol' Poncho there's real nice people. 
(PAUSE) Top twenty hit should go up pretty fast, don't ya 
think? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Sure. I'm sure it will. 

RANDY 
Damn straight. 

HARLEY JEAN 
This reminds me of a place I was in last month. Just a 
bunkin' house across the border, down in Mexico someplace. 
Five dollars a night. Real comfortable, but the bed only had 
three legs. I had to double up the other pillow to keep from 
falling out. (THEY LAUGH; PAUSE) Remember what a light 
sleeper I was? 

(Pause; she touches his hand.) 
Still am. 

(RANDY glances at RINEHART who 
raises his eyebrows in 
approval.) 

RINEHART 
Our beds got four legs, senorita. (THEY SMILE) 

HARLEY JEAN 
Glad to hear it Hor-Hey. (PAUSE) Buy you a nice, soft bed 
tonight. Randy? 

RANDY 
Naw. I gotta get my rest Harley Jean. Besides, you know 
me...I like to stretch out on the floor. It's good for your 
back. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Ain't like the good ol' days in Shelbyville is it? Today, I 
mean. 

RANDY 
Naw, Five years..,. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Sure had us a mean ol' time, didn't we? You, me. Sugar, 
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HARLEY JEAN (continued) 
Tommy...remember that ol' ton of cow fat. (THEY LAUGH) And 
how 'bout Bobby Scar? (THEY LAUGH) And Lilly, and 
Josephine! (THEY LAUGH HARDER) 

RANDY 
Sure was a fun time in Shelbyville. (PAUSE) Dix should be 
gettin' back. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Now? 

RANDY 
Yeah. You know.,,catch my six o'clock show. 

HARLEY JEAN 
You got some time, then, don't ya? 

RANDY 
(Looks at his watch.) 

Uh, yeah...about, just inside an hour. (GETS UP) Don't mind 
if I turn on the radio, do ya? 

HARLEY JEAN 
No. Go ahead. 

BARBIE 
.,,all afternoon, and bright and early tomorrow we're due for 
a little rain. Never take that good sunshine for granted. 
Get out there, everybody, and dancel Here's number 
twenty-eight. 

(RANDY lowers the volume.) 

RANDY 
That's a pretty good song. He's gotta a nice feel for 
things, ya know. 

Yeah. I like his lyrics. 

Yeah, 

Did they ever find you? 

Who? 

HARLEY JEAN 
You know who. The government...(TEASING)... the 'Revenuers 

HARLEY JEAN 

RANDY 

HARLEY JEAN 

RANDY 
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RANDY 
Oh, them. Naw. Changed my name and location so many times, 
they don't even know who I am anymore. Besides it's been 
nearly seven years...and what's one little ol' boy to them. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Yeah. 

RANDY 
Anyway, I can't worry about them. Things are different now. 
I gotta look after myself. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Not like Shelbyville, huh? 

RANDY 
A time like that just comes once, I guess. (PAUSE) We 
really had it nice back then, didn't we? 

HARLEY JEAN 
(PAUSE) Has it been a good five years. Randy? 

RANDY 
Sure...what the hell. I've been all over. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Still got your posters up, I see. Cut your hair. (PAUSE) 
You still smokin'-up? 

RANDY 
(HUSHING HER) Naw. (HOLDS UP GLASS) Beer! Good brew. 
It's my dog hair, ya know. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Dog hair? 

RANDY 
Never mind. It's guy talk. You wouldn't understand. 
(PAUSE) 

HARLEY JEAN 
I always knew I'd see you again. 

RANDY 

You did? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Yeah. Aren't ya happy to see me? 

RANDY 
Well, sure I am Harley. (PAUSE) 
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HARLEY JEAN 
I don't know...things sure didn't turn out the way we hoped 
they would, did they? 

RANDY 
Naw. Guess not. (PAUSE) Somethin' on your mind, Harley? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Why do you ask? 

RANDY 
I don't know. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Well, maybe just a little something. A little something 
about.,,everybody,..about things. I got a secret about you. 
Randy. 

RANDY 
A secret? 

HARLEY JEAN 
(Playing with her drink.) 

Just thinking about... things. That's all, 
(A car is heard driving up.) 

RANDY 
(HEARS NOISE) Is that a car door? 

Sounds like it, 

(HAPPY; STANDS) Must be Dix 

Hey Dix. 

Hey boy. 

HARLEY JEAN 

RANDY 

(He crosses to the window. 
DIX ENTERS.) 

DIX 

(He sees Harley and stops 
cold.) 

RANDY 
(NERVOUSLY) Uh, Dix,,,Harley Jean, 

DIX 
Yeah, 

HARLEY JEAN 
Well...Dick Dixon. My lord. Here we are.,.Randy Cassidy, 
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HARLEY JEAN (continued) 
Harley Jean...and Dick Dixon...all in the same room. We sure 
got 'em covered. 

DIX 
Poncho! Tequila! A double. 

(MIGUEL hears this as he 
ENTERS.) 

MIGUEL 
(TO RINEHART) Ya empieza a venir la gente. 

RINEHART 
Escribe las ordenes. 

HARLEY JEAN 
So, how's it goin', Dix? Heard ya got a top twenty. 

DIX 
Ya heard right, 

(He crosses to the bar.) 

RANDY 
Make those calls, Dix? 

DIX 
Yeah, kid. Goin' north tomorrow. 

RANDY 
(EXCITED) Tomorrow?! That's great, Dix, Well I'll be 
dipped in shit. Whoa! (PAUSE; THINKS) Then this is my last 
night here. 

DIX 
Thought you wanted outta this one-horse town. 

RANDY 
I do...it's just..,I got this da...(STOPS).,.I just gotta 
think how I want to close out my gig here, that's all. 

DIX 
Well, I'll tell ya all the details later. Gotta get my 
schedule together. 

RANDY 
Can't ya tell me now, Dix? 

DIX 
I said later, boy! (PAUSE) Now, you get yourself together. 
(GRABS RANDY'S GLASS) And stay away from the slushwater. 
Makes your face look old. 
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(RANDY crosses to his guitar 
HARLEY watches him, then 
crosses to the bar.) 

How's the crowds been? 
HARLEY JEAN 

Good. Real good 
DIX 

(RANDY picks up his guitar.) 

RANDY 
It's only a local joint, Harley, Ya don't get a 
large,..hey! What the hell? 

DIX 
What is it boy? 

RANDY 
My strings are cut! Who the hell... 

DIX 
Cut? I told you not to wind 'em so tight. 

RANDY 
No, Dix. They're cut clean through...in the same 
place... right at the neck. 

RINEHART 
You sure you don't break 'em yourself? 

RANDY 
My own guitar? 

DIX 
Maybe they were too tight and the heat got at 'em. 

HARLEY JEAN 
(Wiping her brow.) 

Could happen down here 

RANDY 
Who'd want to hurt ol' Marylou? 

Marylou? 
HARLEY JEAN 

(MIGUEL nudges RANDY so he can 
sweep under his feet. RINEHART 
watches closely.) 
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DIX 
Well, you'd better restring it. It's gettin' close. 

(RANDY goes to his guitar case 
behind the bar to get new 
strings.) 

RANDY 
Yeah. 

DIX 
And be more careful next time. Strings are expensive, 

HARLEY JEAN 
Why don't you use my guitar? It's in the car. 

RANDY 
Jesus! I forgot the charts. 

(He rushes to the radio and 
turns up the volume.) 

RINEHART 
You get to work. You play soon. 

(They struggle over the dial.) 

RANDY 
You crazy Poncho, _ 

(RANDY pushes RINEHART away 
and turns up the volume.) 

BARBIE 
And that's number twenty-five. Don't forget that storm 
comin' up tonight. Stay inside and cuddle up. 

RINEHART 
You're like a nino with that thing. 

(He turns it off and EXITS.) 

RANDY 
Goddamnit. I'm gonna miss my song, I'll be doin' my gig 
when it comes on. Goddamn she s down to number 
twenty-five!. I've been waitin' all day. 

DIX 
T-n incrten for ya boy. (TO MIGUEL) Another drink here boy. 
I ii listen lui y (MIGUEL doesn't respond. 

RINEHART REENTERS.) 

Another drink Poncho. 

RINEHART 

Nice crowd boys. 
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HARLEY JEAN 
Well, even with a storm a'brewing you boys must have it. 

RANDY 
Hell, it's a top twenty, Harley. 

(RINEHART pours DIX a drink.) 

DIX 
That's right. Like I told ya, local bar or no local bar, 
when you got it, ya got it. They'll pack themselves in a 
Goddamn closet to hear ya! Got my reasons for ya playin' in 
a place like this boy. No offense. Poncho. And you hear 
me...every gig is an important one, and you play it like 
that. You're gonna lay 'em down hard, have 'em guzzlin' 
their beers out of sheer mystification! You hear me, boy? 
Vou ipt s oaregr boy, ail the way from L.A. to New York, and 
baok. Heli. (LOOKS AT aUITAE) That string there needs 
tighten in'. Don't slack it boy. Everything tuned up! 

Gonna blow 
RANDY 

'em right out of Alamo! 

(RAISES DRINK) Right boy! 
DIX 

(ROSARIO walks in just as DIX 
raises his glass. She looks 
at everyone and starts to 
cross to RANDY,) 

RINEHART 
In the back, senorita, I take you a Carte Blanca 

Gracias 
ROSARIO 

(She EXITS.) 

RANDY 
(TO DIX) Ain't she some kinda woman? Quotes poetry and 
everything. She came just like she said, I'm gonna play my 
heart out tonight. I got a top twenty, and a beautiful girl 
in the front row. Wow! 

(MIGUEL angrily slams a tray 
down.) 

(TO RANDY) You go play now. 
RINEHART 

(RANDY finishes tightening the 
strings, stands and starts for 
the door.) 
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RANDY 

DIX 
Once ya get tuned up. You go on. 

Sure. Wouldn't miss it. 

I'm gonna knock 'em dead, Dix 

HARLEY JEAN 

RANDY 

(RANDY takes a look at his 
posters, secures one that's 
loose, makes a fast draw on 
one with his guitar, then 
EXITS. RINEHART places 
several drink orders on a 
tray, gives them to MIGUEL 
then THEY EXIT into the other 
room. DIX and HARLEY stare at 
each other,) 

HARLEY JEAN 
I was hopin' you had croaked by now, 

DIX 
If that's gonna be the tone o' this conversation, I think 
I'll pass it up, (GETS UP) 

HARLEY JEAN 
You're gonna have to listen sooner or later. 

DIX 
I think I'll catch the boy's show, 

(He starts out.) 

HARLEY JEAN 
By the way...I just didn't happen to drop by here in this 
little hole in the wall for nothin'. 

(Pause. We hear the radio.) 

BARBIE 
Well, here it is, folks. That new one from Randy Cassidy, 
marking the 20th spot on this week's chart..."Lonesome 
Cowboy", 

(DIX crosses and turns off the 
radio.) 

DIX 
What's on your mind, buttercup? Just 'cause you're hot to 
trot about somethin' for Randy, ain't no concern o' mine. 
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DIX (continued) 
You ain't got no more business with either of us...so, I'll 
get my butt out o' here. I wanna catch his act, (HE TURNS) 

HARLEY JEAN 
But I got more business with you two! 

(DIX stops.) 

What business? 
DIX 

HARLEY JEAN 
Like,.,your boy there stole my song. 

(PAUSE) Says who? 
DIX 

Says me! 
HARLEY JEAN 

What song? 

Your top twenty,,,padnah! 

DIX 

HARLEY JEAN 

(She starts to go, and DIX 
grabs her.) 

DIX 
Now you just wait a minute! 

HARLEY JEAN 
(Looks at his hands.) 

Still grabbing for it, ain't ya Dix. 

DIX 
(Holding firm.) 

Now settle down, Harley. Why don't you and I just talk this 
out a bit. (SMILES; LETS GO) You just can't come in her 
from outta nowhere, claiming somethin' like that, I mean, 
where do you get off saying somethin' like that? You got any 
proof? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Oh, I got proof enough, all right. You'd worm your way into 
anything just to get what you want, wouldn't you? 

DIX 
Now, wait a minute. This has nothin' to do with me. Why you 
jumping all over me? (PAUSE) You know, you ain't a bad 
lookin' woman, Harley Jean,..when you're smiling. 
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I ain't advert ising 
HARLEY JEAN 

(She starts out.) 

DIX 
Don't you come on so high and mighty to me. Miss Harley 
Jean, Who the hell do you think you are? You're still 
hanging on to yesterday...to old, worn out dreams. Ain't 
nobody bangin' on your door for any gigs. (SHE TURNS) I can 
make calls, ya know...check it all out. 

You do that. (SHE EXITS) 
HARLEY JEAN 

You ain't got no proof! Ya 
for a break like this. You 

DIX 
(Yelling 
me 

after her.) 
waited a long time hear 

hear me! 
(DIX bangs the table hard, 
smashes the radio, crosses 
the bar and grabs a bottle 
tequila and walks out. In 
background we hear someone 
introducing RANDY CASSIDY 
applause. Lights fade to 
Black) 

to 
of 
the 

and 

END OF ACT I 
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ACT II 
Scene 1 

(About 
walks 
of emp 
on the 
stands 
looks 
to it 
down. 
uncont 
it on 
ENTERS 

two hours later, MIGUEL 
into the bar with a tray 
ty beers. He puts them 
bar. He is angry. He 
alone a moment and 
at DIX's flag. He moves 
and slowly takes it 
Then, in an 
rolable rage, he throws 
the floor. RINEHART 
.) 

RINEHART 
Miguel, more beers. What are you doing? 

(MIGUEL stops but ignores 
him. RINEHART picks up the 
flag. 

That's all I need. Biggest crowd I've had in months and you 
try to start a fight with the gringos. Hey, Miguel...(POINTS 
TO HIS HEAD)...think. 

MIGUEL 
Yo quiere. . . 

RINEHART 
(ANGRY) In English! Talk to me in English! This is 
America! This isn't Mexico. 

(Long pause. MIGUEL is 
insulted. He turns his back 
on RINEHART.) 

Nothing is gained from being angry. Do you like life in the 
barrio? Do we have a choice? Do I have a choice? The 
gringos bring us dinero. (SHRUGS SHOULDERS) You can't argue 
with money. 

MIGUEL 
And that is your reason for letting the gringos and their 
music run your bar? Because we need the tourist dinero, I 
have to wait on them like a clown in an apron? 

RINEHART 
Listen to me 

MIGUEL 
(INTERRUPTING) No! I see them in the streets throwing 
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MIGUEL (continued) 
pennies to our children. We work in their factories and buy 
from them what we make. They use us. Gringos, with their 
big cars and their country clubs, their pictures, and their 
flag. (SPITS) They do not respect us. 

RINEHART 
What you are saying is only partially true, Miguel. It is 
not the gringo who make our children beg for money. Most of 
them have earned the right to own a big car and belong to a 
club. Si, they use us and don't pay us descent wages. But 
we use them too. They think they are so olever when they 
talk us down on prices. But we laugh at them for throwing 
their money away on things that cost us nothing to make. 
And, si, many of them are rude, and mean, especially those 
who relocate from up north. But so too are many of us rude 
and mean. You are rude, Miguel. You have a chip on your 
shoulder. You should learn to get along with people, and 
you'll be much happier. 

That's not good enough for me. 

Well, it is for me. 

MIGUEL 

RINEHART 

MIGUEL 
And will it be good enough for you when some gringo takes 
Rosario away from here? Why do they always want our 
women--they only use them for their pleasure. 

RINEHART 
Stop it, Miguel. (PAUSE) I can't answer that. I don't want 
Rosario to run away with some gringo. But we forget, Miguel, 
how hard it is on her...always taking care of her 
mama...never dressing up or going out. She's a beautiful 
woman now. She's not a child any more. One day she will 
probably leave. I too, hope it will be with one of our own. 
But, Miguel, you are pushing her away. We are uneducated. 
She is smart. She wants more out of life than raising a 
half-dozen children and serving drinks in a bar. 

MIGUEL 
(LOUDLY) She is our blood. She will not go with a gringo. 
She will never go with a gringo. I will see to it. 

Miguel! 
RINEHART 

(MIGUEL drops his tray of 
glasses, and money scatters 
He picks up some bills and 
throws them at RINEHART's 
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chest as he storms out. 
RINEHART begins to clean up 
the mess as ROSARIO ENTERS. 
She crosses over to help him. 
As she stoops over to pick up 
the money, her breasts become 
clearly visible to RINEHART 
who looks at them, stops, and 
straightens up. He looks 
rather depressed, tired. She 
realizes that she has 
unintentionally revealed 
herself and made him 
uncomfortable. She stands up 
and carries the money to the 
cash register. There is a 
silence as she turns to look 
at him. He diverts his look 
to the floor and continues to 
clean.) 

RINEHART 
You enjoy the music? He play good? (PAUSE) 

ROSARIO 
Si. He was very good. (PAUSE) Y tu? 

RINEHART 
No. (TURNS) Tequila? Carte Blanca? 

No, gracias. 

(He has crossed behind the 
bar, ) 

ROSARIO 

(RINEHART opens a Carte Blanca 
and takes a big gulp,) 

RINEHART 
(PAUSE) You know, when you were a nina, you looked just like 
your madre. She used to say, "Rosario is niy; daughter", all 
the time. Sometimes it's almost sinful how much you look 
like her. The same hair. The same brown eyes. (CHANGES 
TONE) But Miguel is right! 

RANDY 
Que' 

RINEHART 
You disgrace us all with the way you parade for the gringos 
What's the matter with the Mexican boys. They not good 
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RINEHART (continued) 
enough for you? You are my blood, my sister! 

ROSARIO 
I am only half your sister. 

RINEHART 
That's QXLL sick mother up there on that hill. The one 1 work 
hard for to buy her medicine. 

ROSARIO 
Si, you buy medicine, but you don't see her. 1 take care of 
her and help her keep what dignity she has left. I have no 
life of my own. And why shouldn't I like gringos. I had one 
for my father. You are just jealous! 

(RINEHART throws his bottle to 
the floor. Long pause.) 

I am sorry, Arturo. Please forgive me. Try to understand. 
(Loud voices are heard 
approaching. RANDY and HARLEY 
JEAN ENTER together. MIGUEL 
ENTERS a beat or two later.) 

HARLEY JEAN 
You're still the same after all these years. Got a voice as 
sweet as an angel. I still remember the first time I heard 
you play. 

(RINEHART crosses to them to 
take a drink order.) 

RINEHART 
(TO HARLEY) Another tequila sunrise with grapefruit, 
senorita? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Sure, why not Hor-Hey. 

RANDY 
Make that two. Poncho...and mine a double. 

RINEHART 
(TO RANDY) Nice songs. The people like you....and they 
drink alot. Maybe they drink alot first. 

(They all laugh.) 

RANDY 
Thanks Rinehart. Seems they liked the new tunes pretty well. 

RINEHART 
You just play like you do and everybody's happy. 

(He crosses to the bar.) 
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RANDY 
Boy, did you see that redhead on the side there? She asked 
me for my autograph. That ol' bear she was with turned red 
in the face when she did. You see that? I hear Houston is 
redhead city. Hey, where's Dix? Didn't he catch the show? 
Hey, did ya catch my top twenty? 

Yeah. Me and the redhead. 
HARLEY JEAN 

(MIGUEL brings over the drinks 
and goes back to the bar. 
RANDY sees ROSARIO sitting 
alone at another table. Their 
eyes meet.) 

RANDY 
(TO ROSARIO) Hey. How'd you like the show? 

Was very good. 
ROSARIO 

Hey, Rinehart, tequila 

(TO MIGUEL) Dos tequila. 

RANDY 

RINEHART 

RANDY 
(TO ROSARIO) Why don't you join us? 

(ROSARIO stands and crosses to 
their table. RANDY stands to 
make the introductions.) 

Harley Jean, this here's,..uh...uh.., 

ROSARIO 
Rosario Flora 

RANDY 
(EMBARRASSED) Rosario, this here's Harley Jean. You might 
have heard about her. A few years ago she. had a top twenty 
called "Country Girl." 

HARLEY JEAN 
Hell that was a good five years ago...an enternity in the 
music business. (TO ROSARIO) And what do you do for a 

livm , honey. (PAUSE, ROSARIO looks at her 
quietly.) 

RANDY 
(SMILES) We're a l l j u s t one b ig happy fami ly . 
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Hmmm. Are you a local, honey? 

(RANDY looks for the other 
drink.) 

HARLEY JEAN 

RANDY 
She lives on the hill with her mom. 

(DIX steps into the doorway, 
he has been drinking. No one 
notices him at first- He 
stares at RANDY without 
flinching. He takes a slug 
from his flask.) 

HARLEY JEAN 
(TO RANDY) Can't she talk? 

RANDY 
Sure she can. Speaks English and recites poetry. 

ROSARIO 
I work here, senora 

HARLEY JEAN 
Uh, I ain't married anymore, sugar. Shouldn't that be 
senorita? 

(ROSARIO nods 'yes'. RANDY 
puts his arm around ROSARIO's 
chair. MIGUEL watches. 
RINEHART comes to the table 
with the tequila. He looks at 
ROSARIO.) 

Here's your tequila 
RINEHART 

(DIX speaks from a distance. 
Only RINEHART hears at first.) 

DIX 
I wanna talk to you, boy. 

(RINEHART notices that DIX 
has had a bit too much. He 
crosses back to the bar, 
keeping a watchful eye on the 
proceedings.) 

RANDY 
(TO RINEHART) Rinehart, you might as well make up a fresh 
batch. We're celebrating tonight. 
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DIX 
(YELLS) I'm talking to you! 

(Everyone stops talking. They 
stare at DIX.) 

RANDY 
Hey Dix! Where ya been? It was crowded out there. You 
missed my best show yet. 

(DIX starts slowly toward 
RANDY.) 

DIX 
You got some explainin' to do, boy. 

RANDY 
What are you talkin' about, Dix? 

(RINEHART, anticipating 
trouble, crosses to DIX.) 

DIX 
Get on your feet. 

(RINEHART, grabs DIX's 
shoulders, but DIX shoves him 
toward the bar. MIGUEL looks 
up, eyes widening.) 

RINEHART 
Please, Mr. Dixon. I want no trouble in here. There are 
still a few people in the other room. How 'bout some 
coffee. Miguel, pour Mr. Dixon here a cup of coffee. 

(DIX glares at RANDY, growing 
more angry. RANDY looks 
shocked.) 

DIX 
I said...get on your feet! (PAUSE) Get up! 

(DIX grabs the table and turns 
it over. Everything goes 
flying. ROSARIO screams. 
RANDY and HARLEY JEAN jump 
back.) 

What's wrong with you, man? 

Mr, Dixon! What are you doing? 

RANDY 

RINEHART 

DIX 
(TO RINEHART) This ain't none of your business. Poncho. (TO 
RANDY) This is between you and me, boy. (TO HARLEY) I made 
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DIX (continued) 
that call. (PAUSE; TO RANDY) You play me for a sucker, boy? 

RANDY 
I don't know what you're talking about, Dix, Whatta ya 
talkin' about? 

DIX 
You know what I'm talking about, 

RINEHART 
(TO MIGUEL) Pick up the glass, (TO DIX) You leave now, Mr. 
Dixon, You gonna pay for all these glasses. 

No problemo. Poncho 

Here, boy 

(TO DIX) Pig! 

DIX 

(He crosses to where MIGUEL is 
wiping up the wet floor. He 
steps on a part of MIGUEL'S 
apron,) 

(He throws a few crumpled up 
dollar bills in front of 
MIGUEL. MIGUEL starts to get 
up but is jerked down by his 
own apron. Everyone freezes. 
MIGUEL pulls his apron from 
under DIX's foot, and gets 
up, ) 

MIGUEL 

DIX 
You look mighty cute in that apron, boy. It suits ya. 

(He touches ROSARIO's 
shoulder.) 

(TO RANDY) You're right, boy. She's a real looker. 

C'mon, Dix. Leave her alone. 
RANDY 

DIX 
You're some prize. Pretty hair, pretty eyes. Seems like 
everybody would like a piece o' yo"- ^. ^. 

(MIGUEL unties his apron, 
throws it to the floor. He 
glares at DIX, reaches into 
his pocket, and pulls out his 
knife. He opens it.) 
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(TO DIX) Bastardo! 
MIGUEL 

What'd you say? 
DIX 

Miguel! Stop it! 

You call me somethin', wetback? 

RINEHART 

(DIX removes his big leather 
belt for defense.) 

DIX 

Mr. Dixon...please! 
RINEHART 

MIGUEL 
Tu mismo telo has buscado. 

RINEHART 
(GRABS MIGUEL.) No mas! Dejate de molestias! 

DIX 
(GRINS) Let 'em go. I haven't had a good fight in years 

RINEHART 
Mr. Dixon, please go. 

DIX 
(TO MIGUEL) C'mon punk. You gonna let Poncho here do your 
fightin' for ya? 

RANDY 
C'mon, Dix. This ain't you talkin'. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Sure it is. Take a good look. You wonder why he never made 
the big time...this is why. (POINTS TO HIS FLASK) He's 
carrying it in his hip pocket. 

(DIX glares at HARLEY.) 

DIX 
(TO RANDY) Don't you run away boy. I ain't done with you. 

RINEHART 
I'll have none of this in here. You hear me? None of this! 

(He pushes MIGUEL back and 
steps directly in front of 
DIX. DIX looks at everyone, 
spits on the floor, and 
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staggers out the door, RANDY 
goes to ROSARIO,) 

RANDY 
You all right? 

(MIGUEL starts toward RANDY.) 

RINEHART 
(SEES MIGUEL) Give me that knife! 

(RINEHART attempts to wrench 
the knife away from MIGUEL and 
is cut on the hand. He yells 
and RANDY runs over to him. 
MIGUEL gets in RANDY s face.) 

(TO RANDY) Chinga tu madre. 

Miguel! 

MIGUEL 

ROSARIO 

(RANDY stands with his hands 
spread wide, uncertain of what 
to do.) 

RANDY 
What did I do to you ? I never did anything to you. 

Miguel, please! 

Hey! C'mon, man. 

Miguel! Don't do this. 

What the hell did I do, man? 

ROSARIO 

(MIGUEL backs RANDY against 
one of the posters.) 

RANDY 

RINEHART 

RANDY 

(MIGUEL raises the knife as if 
to cut RANDY's face, and 
slashes the poster over his 
shoulder. MIGUEL then turns 
and runs out of the bar. 
ROSARIO runs after him. 
Harley goes to RANDY, but he 
pushes her aside and EXITS. 
She then crosses to the bar, 
gets a towel and goes to 
RINEHART.) 
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You okay? 
HARLEY JEAN 

Si. Ouch! 

(She starts to wrap his hand.) 

RINEHART 

HARLEY JEAN 
Here...let me help you. You have any disinfectant? 

(RINEHART points to his top 
shelf stash.) 

A lot! (SMILES) 

Which one should we use? 

Both. 

Both? 

RINEHART 

(HARLEY crosses to the whiskey 
bottles behind the bar. He 
follows her.) 

HARLEY JEAN 

(She puts a bottle of tequila 
and a bottle of whiskey on the 
bar in front of him.) 

RINEHART 

HARLEY JEAN 

RINEHART 
Si 

(He removes the lids. He then 
picks up the bottle of 
tequila.) 

I put some in here...(HE DRINKS)...ahhh! And you put some on 
there. 

(He offers his wounded hand 
for her to pour some whiskey 
on. She smiles.) 

Okay! (SHE POURS) 

(HE YELLS) Ahyieee 

HARLEY JEAN 

RINEHART 

HARLEY JEAN 
Sorry. I think I could use a little o' that. 

(He hands her the bottle. She 
grabs a glass and pours.) 
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HARLEY JEAN (continued) 
What the hell was all that about? 

Cowboys! They all think 

Ahyiee, carumba! 

RINEHART 
they're cowboys. 

(She starts 
would.) 

to clean his 

Oh, hold still. You're too 
HARLEY JEAN 

big to cry. 

Nor a woman. 
He doesn't 
It's his damn 

got all worked up 
they wanted to be. 
The next day. 

Another 

m 

RINEHART 
A man is never too big to cry, senorita. 
(PAUSE) Miguel...he cannot take insults 
understand angles. He has got to learn, 
father's influence. Back in the 60's he 
a rebellious group that didn't know what 
One day they wanted to be called Chicane 
Mexican-American. Another day, just plain Mexican 
day American, and so on. They couldn't agree among 
themselves but they wanted all angles, gringos, to refer to 
them the same way. (HE SMILES) This was very confusing to 
the angles, and to their own group. Thank God that most of 
that is gone as is most of the hate. Most of us have grown 
wiser. But Miguel, he struggles for some identity. He grows 
angry. He used to be a good boy. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Is that girl anything to Randy? 

RINEHART 
I don't know. I am confused, senorita. Part of me wants her 
to stay away from all men. But another part knows she needs 
to get away. And Randy, he seems like a good boy. He toe is 
searching for an identity, but I think he find it. I see the 
way she look at him. It's different. There may be something 
there, 

HARLEY JEAN 
Want another drink? 

RINEHART 
Old man like me always like another drink, 

HARLEY JEAN 
Don't put yourself down. It don't fit you Mr,, 

RINEHART 
(INTERRUPTING) It's Jorge Jiame Arturo Atondo 
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RINEHART (continued) 
Hernandez--Rinehart...(SMILES) .. .but ymL can call me Poncho. 

HARLEY JEAN 
All right. Poncho. (POURS DRINK) 

RINEHART 
Let's drink,..to me, an old man who crossed the border., ,down 
Mexico way, and you... 

HARLEY JEAN 
...a former singer who's crossed a lot of borders..,.and 
burned a few bridges. Cheers. 

Salud. (THEY DRINK) 
RINEHART 

(Lights fade to black.) 

End of ACT II 
Scene 1 
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ACT II 
Scene 2 

(Outside the Crockett Bar, 
RANDY stands alone, visibly 
shaken by the confrontation 
inside. ROSARIO comes up 
behind him.) 

RANDY 
(TURNING) Dix? (SEES HER) Oh. 

ROSARIO 
I come to see if you're all right. 

RANDY 
Sure, I'm all right. Step followin' me, will ya. (PAUSE) 
Why'd you think anything would be wrong with me? Just 'cause 
o' what happened...hell, that sort o' thing gees en all the 
time with...with a life like mine.... 

(ROSARIO turns away from him.) 
I...I backed down from him...didn't I? (PAUSE) 
Right... right in front of everybody... I backed down. Goddamn 
it! Why the hell did he have to do that? 

ROSARIO 
That's the way it is down here. 

RANDY 
I shook! I couldn't get mad enough to fight back. I never 
could. 

He had a knife. 

I should've done something. 

Why? He's just an angry bey 

ROSARIO 

RANDY 

ROSARIO 

RANDY 
Dix...Dix, he did something. He steed up to that... that....1 
shook...like a scared kid. 

ROSARIO 
Your friend, Mr. Dixon, is a different kind of man. 

RANDY 
(STARING OFF) Looked like Dec Holiday, the way he stood up 
to him and all. (PAUSE) Down on Coney Island Avenue, I 
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RANDY (continued) 
used to be in fights all the time. 

Where? 
ROSARIO 

RANDY 
Well, you see, I'm really from Brooklyn... in New York. Now 
that's a rough place...and I ain't no tough guy or nothin', 
but I seen the streets. (PAUSE) I wanna have something in 
my life. I wanna play country music. I wanna have something 
more than Coney Island Avenue and the BQE. My friends 
thought I was crazy. Never felt in place up there. Say, 
don't go tellin' anybody where I'm from. Dix says it's not 
good for business. 

ROSARIO 
(SMILES) You're the good guy. There's always got to be a 
good guy. 

RANDY 
What do ya mean? 

ROSARIO 
Seme people are just like that. You're one of them. You're 
the white hat cowboy. You don't want to hurt nobody, you 
just want everything to be right. 

RANDY 
(STRAIGHTENS UP) A man's gotta be a man, right? 
building a reputation here. 

I mean, I'm 

But you sing like an angel 
friend...(PAUSE) 

ROSARIO 
(PAUSE) That's what your lady 

(She looks at the sky and sees 
a shooting star.) 

Mira! (POINTS UP) Look! Look at the sky 

RANDY 
(HE looks up.) 

What is it? 

ROSARIO 
You missed it. I was a falling star. (LONG PAUSE) They say 
it never ends. If I had one wish, I'd be a falling star, 
just flying and flying...away from here...from 
everyone....I'd ride out like a "tempestuous rage" (IN 
FRENCH) "Faire le diable a quatre"....(LONG PAUSE) 
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RANDY 
You sound a bit restless. (PAUSE) Sure the hell is a lot o' 
sky out here. I never saw sky like this before. Back in New 
York, you only get glimpses of the moon when it races between 
the buildings. You almost never see stars because of all the 
lights of Broadway...I guess those are the man-made stars, 
(PAUSE) Why would you want to leave here? It's 
so,.,spacious,..so free,.,so beautiful, 

ROSARIO 
I've been here all my life. Some of my earliest memories 
were toddling to the Crockett Bar, I was given boundaries 
within which to play, and borders I couldn't cress. I could 
play from the house en the hill to the bar, but I could net 
cress the sidewalk that borders our let. When I got older, 
my boundaries were extended down the street, and back to the 
bar and the house; but I could net cress the tracks that was 
the border, between the angles and the Mexicans. My 
boundaries grew to include the school, the store, and back to 
the bar and the house. And new...it's like at the 
beginning...from the house to the bar...and back. It's all 
I've ever known. That is why I want to be a sheeting 
star,,.to go anywhere...everywhere. In here, (POINTS TO HER 
HEAD) there are no boundaries, no borders. The only thing 
my father left me of any value was his books. You should see 
them...Keats, Shelley, Byron, Wordsworth, Coleridge...nothing 
like anything that people write today. They write with 
feeling...they see things differently. I want to see 
things. I feel things like no one has ever felt....but I am 
a woman...a Mexican woman....it is our "job" to stay 
here,,.to get married at sixteen or seventeen, or be laughed 
at and ridiculed. I will always be here in Alamo....unless 
someone takes me away (PAUSE).. .and the storm of wind 
never comes. 

RANDY 
There must be a lotta guys who'd jump at the chance to marry 
you, 

ROSARIO 
That's no what I want. I want to be free, like the moon and 
the stars...and the ocean are free of borders, to go where 
they want. 

RANDY 
Listen, Rosario, some day I'll be se famous, I'll come down 
here and take you myself. How's that? 01' Randy Cassidy 
will send you a big black limousine. What a sight that will 
make, huh, crusin' across the desert. It'll pull right up 
to your house and take you and your mother anywhere you want 
to go. 
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ROSARIO 
You dream too. Randy Cassidy. (PAUSE) It's very quiet 
tonight. The storm must be getting closer. 

ROSARIO 
Sure is warm. (PAUSE) Rosario? 

Yes. 
ROSARIO 

RANDY 
Rosario...if I could only tell ya hew it feels sometimes... I 
mean...hell, I can't write songs real well, but when I hit 
the right chord and I got a room full of people sittin' out 
there in front of me, it's like...it's like me and the guitar 
are the same thing. And when I play, I wanna make people 
feel things. Feel things about themselves and ether people. 
Ain't enough feeling in the world today. Do you understand? 
And when I play, it's like I could live forever...just what 
you said about the sky...all my life I felt it. I wonder if 
we'll feel it when we're dead. 

You'll never die. 
ROSARIO 

(She kisses him en the cheek.) 

RANDY 
Come with me...to Houston. You think like nobody I ever met 
before. You say you wanna leave...it's easy! I did it. And 
I got a top twenty and a lot of celebratin' to do. It ain't 
hard. Just get up and do it. 

ROSARIO 
(GETS UP) I can't leave 

RANDY 
(PAUSE) Guess it's me, huh? It's what happened with Miguel, 
isn't it? Me backin' down and all. Need seme tough guy to 
make you feel safe, is that it? Ain't your kind of man, I 
guess 

(DIX appears in the shadows, 
sipping from his flask.) 

No, Randy. (PAUSE) 
ROSARIO 

(RANDY starts off to find 
Miguel.) 

RANDY 
I'll find him. 
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ROSARIO 
Stay. 

(RANDY pauses, then angrily 
continues off.) 

RANDY 
No. (EXITS) 

(After he goes, DIX walks into 
the moonlight. ROSARIO does 
net see him at first. 

DIX 
Got the boy all tangled up, don't ya. (SHE TURNS) He sees a 
good-lookin' chicane, and he's all fours. (PAUSE) One 
thing's for sure...you are still one hell of a beautiful 
woman...that long black hair... 

ROSARIO 
(INTERRUPTING HIM) Stop it, Dix, 

(She pauses momentarily, then 
speaks in tears.) 

I waited for you. You said you'd take me away from here. I 
don't see you for a year, then you show up four weeks ago out 
of nowhere. I don't say nothing...I don't want to push you. 
And I wait...I wait for you to come to me...to explain....You 
make me feel so bad...you hurt me...you make fun of my 
dreams...you hate me.... 

DIX 
No. I just stay away from things I get to like too much. 
It's not you, Rosario, I'm not right for you, I never was. 
What happened a year ago was,..was then. I had too much to 
drink...I was lonely...you were lonely...the moon...the 
water.... I couldn't help myself....and neither could you. Se 
don't blame everything on me. You deserve better than me, 
Rosario. And that boy deserves better than both of us. He's 
get a real chance, Rosario. I can make it with him...I could 
ride his coat tails outta oblivion and back to the top. I'm 
no good for you. But I can help him. I know the business. 
I'm not gonna let those leeches and blood-suckers step 
him...not this time. (PAUSE) He's my last chance, Rosario. 

ROSARIO 
Take me with you this time, Dix. (GRABS HIM) 

DIX 
It just won't work...not new. Maybe when this is all over 
and I'm back en my feet... 
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,-rv,„,« ROSARIO 
(INTERRUPTING) You're a real gringo! You don't care about 
anybody but yourself. 

(She turns her back on him and 
lowers her head. DIX moves 
close to her and gently 
touches her hair.) 

DIX 
That's net always the case, Rosario. 

(The lights fade to black.) 

END OF ACT II 
Scene 2 
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ACT II 
Scene 3 

(Inside the bar. HARLEY JEAN 
is helping clean up the mess 
made earlier. RINEHART enters 
from the other room with more 
empty glasses. He is singing 
seme Mexican song,) 

RINEHART 
Ahh, senorita.,,one thing I almost forget. 

HARLEY JEAN 
What did you forget? You told me about your childhood, your 
German ancestry, how you lived most of your life right 
here...what's left? (SHE LAUGHS) 

(RINEHART reaches underneath 
the bar and plops down a big 
bottle of Mesqual.) 

RINEHART 
Mesqual! 

HARLEY JEAN 
Huh oh. I think I'm in for a long night. 

RINEHART 
Si, senorita. Tequila...she is a tame cat compared to 
Mesqual. 

HARLEY JEAN 
(In her nice southern drawl.) 

Ain't that the stuff with the worm in it? 
(He holds up the bottle 
showing the worm, and smiles. 
He sets out two fresh shot 
glasses.) 

RINEHART 
The custom is to drink till all that's left is the Mesqual 
worm Then we fight to see who gets to eat it. 

(HARLEY JEAN raises her 
eyebrow and cocks her head to 
one side.) 

HARLEY JEAN 
It's different. 

(He starts to pour two 
drinks.) 

But I think I'll stick to Tequila...and grapefruit. 
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RINEHART 
The choice is yours pretty lady. (HE DRINKS) 

HARLEY JEAN 
How come you never married? 

(He puts down the glass.) 

RINEHART 
We talk about something else, okay? 

HARLEY JEAN 
If you want. 

RINEHART 
Randy...he was your husband? (PAUSE) Es unpleasant to 
ask...I apologize. 

HARLEY JEAN 
I get your point. 

RINEHART 
Maybe you and me are a lot alike. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Last man who said that to me get to knew a bit mere about me 
than I intended, 

RINEHART 
We can't always plan everything, senorita. 

HARLEY JEAN 
No, I guess things just fall apart naturally, 

(RINEHART attempts to kiss her 
en the cheek. She gently 
moves away,) 

RINEHART 
If I were a younger man, maybe? 

HARLEY JEAN 
It wouldn't change anything Hor-Hey. 

(RANDY walks in and crosses 
ever to the slashed pester and 
takes it down gently. 

RANDY 

Where is e. (RINEHART pours two drinks.) 

RINEHART 
Come here my friend. Have a drink. We sit in a circle. 
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RINEHART (continued) 
It's tradition., .see, L have tradition. (LAUGHS) Mesqual 
kills the devil in you, 

RANDY 
I asked where that nephew of yours was, 

RINEHART 
And you want me to tell you. For what? Se you can pull him 
apart with your bare hands, or he cut you up se bad nobody 
want to see your face on stage no more...is that it? The boy 
cut me,..but he is of my blood. I don't tell you. 

RANDY 
Well, I gotta do something, 

RINEHART 
Why? 

RANDY 
You saw what he did, 

RINEHART 
When I was your age, I wanted to fight all the time, tee. 
What I saw was a boy who was very wise to net fight back. 
Let it be. You are Randy Cassidy...you have your whole life 
in front of you. 

(He crosses to the window.) 
The storm is getting close. 

(He picks up the bottle of 
Mesqual.) 

I'm going to my room. Senorita, would you mind locking up? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Consider it dene Hor-Hey. 

RINEHART 
You can have a drink with me, senorita,..once you taste the 
Mesqual plant...you dream good dreams.... 

HARLEY JEAN 
I'll pass. I did that once or twice before, and I hated 
myself in the morning. 

RINEHART 
Goodnight, senorita. (HE EXITS) 

HARLEY JEAN 
Goodnight. (PAUSE) 
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RANDY 
Where is he? 

HARLEY JEAN 
Drop it. Randy. It's over. Let it be. 

RANDY 
Where's Dix? 

HARLEY JEAN 
I don't knew. 

RANDY 
I saw his station wagon parked up toward the hill. (PAUSE) 
Why would he be up there? You see him drive up there? 

HARLEY JEAN 
I didn't see him. 

RANDY 
(He looks at the posters.) 

If I could only get my hands en a six-gun. Damn, I'd show 
that Miguel. 

HARLEY JEAN 
We gotta talk. Randy. 

RANDY 
Good ol' Dix, though, he took charge. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Good ol' Dix wanted to hurt you. Randy. 

RANDY 
He was just drunk. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Randy, wake up. (PAUSE) How old is good old. Dix? 

RANDY 
Hell, I don't knew. What does that matter? 

HARLEY JEAN 
He's over forty. Randy. And what's he got to show for it? 
Nothing. Nothing but a string of broken dreams. 

RANDY 
Those weren't all his fault, Harley Jean. Besides he got 
real close on a couple of 'em. 
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new? He's a drunk. Randy, 
wrong time. 
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HARLEY JEAN 
Where are they now? Where is Dix 
He'll always let ya down at the 

C'mon, Harley. He 
as he used to. He 
Besides, I can't do 

RANDY 
s better now. He don't drink near as much 
s really trying to get his act together, 
it without him. 

HARLEY JEAN 
But, Randy, you could! Don't you see. 

RANDY 
No, Harley, I don't. And I don't appreciate you coming 
around and trying to spoil things. The past is past. Leave 
it be! 

(PAUSE) You 
Shelbyville. 

know, it hurt me 
HARLEY 
the day 

RANDY 

JEAN 
you walked out on me in 

I told ya how I felt 

Oh, hush up. 
ain't sayin' 
respect. My 
like it that 

HARLEY JEAN 
(PAUSE) I ain't the be-all and end-all, and I 

I am. I played my gigs...and I got my self 
life's my life. Don't owe nobody nothin' and I 
way. But Randy...you just ain't changed none. 

Should've known. Five years and you're still the same boy I 
knew in Shelbyville...same boy I married...same boy who left 
me. . . 

RANDY 
There ain't nothing between us no more. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Once you left, I thought, maybe the music would take up more 
of my life. But it wasn't se. (PAUSE) Maybe we can still 
talk it out. I know I sound like a fool, but maybe 
tomorrow... 

RANDY 
I'll be gettin' ready to play my gig in Houston, 

Playing cowboy, that's 
weren't born that way. 
.45. Jesus, you ain't 
boots, that fancy shit 

HARLEY JEAN 
what you're playin'. Look at ya. You 
Hold a guitar like it was a Colt 
ever even held a gun before. Fancy 

(PAUSE) Nick Mariano, 
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I don't wanna hear that shit! 
RANDY 

Well 
it s 
Nick 
he's 
want 
it. . 
whit 
your 
that 
what 
catc 

HARLEY JEAN 
, why? What's it to you? Cause Dick Dixon don't think 
good that his country boy. Randy Cassidy is just ol' 
Mariano from Brooklyn, New York? Don't you know why 
got you layin' down in places like this? Cause he 
s you to get down in it...to smell it...to wallow in 
.till you're sick of it. Then he'll come along on a 
e steed and pull you out and "save your 
saviour...and you'll pay any price for 
! Cowboy, my ass! You don't belong in 
ever part of hell you think this is. I 
h on to Dix by now. 

life"...he'll be 
it. And he knows 
Alamo, or 
thought you'd 

RANDY 
It's not like that. And even if it is, it's ny: life. Who 
are vou to go spoiling my dreams... 

Randy, I... 
HARLEY JEAN 

RANDY 
Why'd you come around now? I never hounded you when you were 
en top. 

HARLEY JEAN 
Randy, I want you to come back. You don't belong down here. 
I'll take you for what you are. I know who you are and it 
doesn't matter to me. I got money. I'll take care of you. 
We can move back up north and I'll get ya seme local gigs and 
you can play cowboy all you want. They'll love you up there. 

RANDY 
No, Harley Jean. I want 'em to love me down here. Don't ya 
understand? I gotta do this! I gotta make this en my own. 
Ever since I was a kid, it's all I ever dreamed about. My 
only escape was the Saturday morning cowboy shews my dad and 
I watched. My faithful steed was my bike! My gun was a 
broken water pistol. The only rollin' hills I ever saw was 
the stoops on our block. The only mountains were the stairs 
I had to climb every day. I can't help the 

to be a bricklayer 
time...who said 
Harley Jean, I 

back. Not now. 

have 
way I feel 
..who said I 
I can't live 
ve crossed these 

inside. Who said I have 
to eat Italian food all the 
outside Queens or Brooklyn. 
borders...and I ain't goin' back. Not now...not yet. Net 
till I make it. It ain't me gonna be saying (MIMICS 
BRANDO) "I coulda been somebody", (PAUSE; WITH FEELING) I 
am somebody. I'm gonna hs. "a contender", Harley. All I want 
is that chance. 
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HARLEY JEAN 
(LONG PAUSE) You knew. Randy...I've been waiting 
to you for a long time now. I played out 
of what I would say,.,what you would say. 
back and we'd live happily ever after. I 
too. Randy. What about me? 

to catch up 
se many scenarios 
.hew you'd come 
ve get my dreams 

What about you, Harley? 
have your dreams. 

I ain 
RANDY 
t in your way. I want you to 

I wasn't gonna use this 
top twenty song from me 

HARLEY JEAN 
but I can claim that you stele your 

What? That's a lie! L wrote 
RANDY 
it! 

HARLEY JEAN 
Not all of it. I wrote the lyrics, and we have some eld 
friends who know that and who'd testify to it. 

RANDY 
(PAUSE) That's low, Harley. You said it was mine. You told 
me it was ay song. And when I said I couldn't perform it as 
an original knowing the words were yours, and that I'd have 
to rewrite those words, you said "I give them to you...as a 
gift." I took you at your word, Harley. 

HARLEY JEAN 
You took me for more than that, 

RANDY 
Look, Harley, this isn't fair. Look. You want me to pay you 
for your words? Okay. I got no money new, but when I do, 
I'll pay you. Will that please you? Will that get you off 
my back. 

HARLEY JEAN 
I don't care about the song. Randy. I care about you. 

RANDY 
But I don't care about you...no mere...Harley. I'm sorry. I 
like you, and all...but I don't feel the way about you I did 
back then. (LONG PAUSE) Harley, you keep saying that I'm 
the same. Well, I'm not. I'm not the same guy you knew back 
then. I've grown. You were a part of that, Harley...a good 
part.,,but it's over new.,,.we're just...friends. Can't we 
just be...friends? 
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HARLEY JEAN 
But I don't want to be just friends. You're asking me to 
give up my big dream, 

RANDY 
But, Harley, you still got your dreams. And you'll have lots 
o' dreams. Don't live in the past. You got a lot goin' for 
ya, Harley...ya got money...you can go anywhere ya want...do 
almost anything...don't limit yourself. 

HARLEY JEAN 
You soundin' a bit like Dix. First he fills ya full of 
dreams that ain't real, when all he wants is your money...to 
ride en your coat tail.,. 

RANDY 
You're wrong about Dix, Harley. He ain't like that no more. 
I don't know that he was ever as bad as you say. So what if 
he fills me with dreams. So what if he coasts a little ways 
on my coat tail...why not? Maybe he's earned it. Did ya 
ever think about that? He's a sick man, Harley, but he's got 
dreams too. He has the right to these dreams. And he's 
helped me in ways you wouldn't know. Se don't go talkin' to 
me about dreams. You know what it is to live without 'em? 
(PAUSE) Or maybe you do...is that it, Harley? 'Cause you 
had to give up en yours, you want me...and Dix...to give up 
on ours. It's all L ever had. Can't you see that? You knew 
what kinda life I had before all this. Don't you remember 
anything I told you in Shelbyville about how I was 
suffocatin', how my own life seemed to stick to me like 
sweat? I wasn't gonna be no bricklayer like my eld man, and 
his old man before him. (PAUSE) I used to look up at the 
Verrazano Bridge, and I'd say, "Jesus, I'll live and die, and 
that thing will still be standing there. It's get no dreams, 
no soul, but it will be there and I'll be dead." I'm scared, 
Harley. Scared of never makin' it...never accounting for 
anything. My folks wanted to make it. Whatta they get? A 
nice house in a neighborhood that's fallin' apart. People on 
trains that are afraid to talk to each other....you see, my 
folks, they didn't knew. But I do. I knew hew you gotta be 
good, clean and American, jus' like everybody else in this 
country. And I'm gonna be the best Goddamn American you've 
ever seen. Nick Mariano is dead. But I didn't forget him. 
And you hear this,..Randy Cassidy is alive! And he's gonna 
live forever. And Dix...he's gonna help me...and I'll help 
him. 

HARLEY JEAN 
That's a nice speech. Randy. But I think it may just be too 
late. 
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RANDY 
Whatta ya mean? 

HARLEY JEAN 
I told Dix that your song was stolen. 

RANDY 
You what? 

HARLEY JEAN 
I had to. Randy. It was the only way... 

RANDY 
I can't believe you said that. No wonder he was actin' the 
way he was. No wonder he wanted to kill me. He thought I' 
lied to him...I gotta find him. 

HARLEY JEAN 
It's too late. Randy. 

RANDY 
Why'd you have to tell him that? He won't trust me no 
more...Oh, Harley. 

(He goes to the window.) 
He's coming in. Oh, shit. What'll I de? 

(DIX ENTERS. He stands uneasy 
in the doorway. RANDY goes to 
him and puts his hand on his 
shoulder.) 

Hey, Dix. Can I give ya a hand. 
(Dix pulls away and heads for 
the bar.) 

Say, Dix...you never finished tellin' me about Houston, 
(DIX pours a drink.) 

What did Gilley say? (PAUSE) 

DIX 
I'm heading west. 

RANDY 
(Looks at HARLEY.) 

What about Houston, Dix? The gig at Gilleys? 

DIX 
There ain't no gig. 

RANDY 
(PAUSE) It fell through, Dix? Is that it? Other 
commitments? Well, that's okay...we got time. We get a top 
twenty, ain't that right, Dix? 
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DIX 
(He angrily turns to RANDY.) 

You lied to me! I put a whole year of work into you boy, and 
you lied to me. You owe me! A year, and it ain't even your 
song. Top twenty...I should kill you for that! Outta my 
way! 

(He starts for the door.) 

RANDY 
my song! 
(DIX stops.) 

misunderstanding, Dix, a long time 
Tell him, Harley, 

Wait Dix, Harley lied,,,it is 

It was a 
HARLEY) 

ago (TO 
(PAUSE) Please! 

(There's a long pause. RANDY 
looks at HARLEY pleadingly, 
DIX stares at her. She says 
nothing,) 

Dix, ya see, when we were just playing one night, back in 
Shelbyville, Harley and me, and well, we were pretty high, 
but we came up with this great song,..and Harley there, well, 
she wrote down a couple o' lines...well, the lyrics, and, 
well, I get this idea and I started writing and 
singing,.,and,..well, though Harley helped me with it, the 
song's... 

(HARLEY interrupts him and 
finishes the sentence.) 

His! 
HARLEY JEAN 

(RANDY turns toward her. 
There's a hushed silence.) 

DIX 
What? (SLOWLY) What was that? 

The song's his 
HARLEY JEAN 

He's telling the truth, 
(He starts toward her with 
fire in his eyes.) 

You bitch! I oughta 
DIX 

Dix, don't. 
RANDY 

(RANDY grabs DIX to stop him. 
HARLEY stands, throws a chair; 
there are tears in her eyes.) 
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HARLEY JEAN 
I had no choice! I love him! (SILENCE; PAUSE) I did the 
only thing I thought would get him back, (LOUDLY) You stole 
him from me,..you and your stupid cloud-filled dreams...you 
took him away from me! (SHE CRIES) 

(RANDY goes to her. DIX 
throws his glass to the floor 
and staggers out. RANDY puts 
his hand on her shoulder. She 
pushes it away and runs out of 
the bar. Lights fade to 
black.) 

END OF ACT II 
Scene 3 
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Ohhhh 

Ohhhh 

Ohhhh. Goddamn 

ACT II 
Scene 4 

(Next morning. Inside the 
bar. There is still some 
broken glass from the night 
before on the floor. A 
half-empty bottle of tequila 
and seme glasses are on the 
bar. RINEHART ENTERS to start 
his daily routine of 
cleaning. He crosses to the 
bar and turns on the radio to 
a Mexican station. The music 
wakes RANDY who has passed out 
behind the bar,) 

RANDY 

(RINEHART stops and looks 
around,) 

(First a hand appears above 
the bar, then an arm, finally 
we see the top of RANDY's 
head.) 

(RINEHART knows what to de. 
He fills a tray with water and 
ice and puts it in front of 
RANDY, RANDY, wobbling, sees 
the water, gives a drunken 
glance toward RINEHART, and 
drops his face into the 
water. He keeps it there for 
a long time. RINEHART fearing 
he's drowned, pulls his head 
up by his hair, RANDY spits 
water over the bar. He shakes 
his head and gives out a 
yell.) 

Oooooooweeeee! Damn, Poncho, you nearly drowned me. 
(He looks at his pesters, and 
manages to stumble to them.) 

Guess the el' boys got a little worse for the wear and tear. 
I found those two in some little town about five years age. 
Sure hate to see 'em lookin' se bad. They were hard to find. 

(He starts taking them down. 
RINEHART notices a packed bag 
beside the bar.) 
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You are leaving today? 
RINEHART 

Yeah, I reckon 

Guess Dix didn't go yet? 

RANDY 

(He cresses and looks out the 
window and sees DIX's car 
still there.) 

RINEHART 
First time I see that man sleep in a bed. He's upstairs 
(PAUSE) The senorita left this morning, early. 

Harley? 

Did she leave any message? 

Just this 

RANDY 

(RINEHART nods.) 

(RINEHART cresses to the ether 
side of the beaded door and 
picks up a guitar, and 
reenters,) 

RINEHART 

(He hands it to RANDY. He 
takes it and gently touches it 
with his hands, then cresses 
to the middle of the room. 

RANDY 
The el' Crockett Bar. (PAUSE) Think maybe I was born at the 
wrong time, you know that. Poncho? 

(RINEHART smiles.) 
Bill Travis and Bowie and the rest of 
was easy then. All ya had to do was 
for a few days and die like a here, 
things just drag en. It ain't a 

no more. 

Shoulda been with el' 
them Texacanos. Life 
fight like a wild man 
(PAUSE) New it seems 
healthy kinda livin' 

RINEHART 
This place. Why bother. You know I spend every day of forty 
years in here. Before that I remember carryin' ice back and 
forth to the hill for mi madre. Me, this high, and my 
father, a tall grey-haired god...but we try and forget those 
things. 

RANDY 
Ain't none of my business...what the 
that went en last night had a reason 

hell....guess everything 
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RINEHART 
(Not listening.) 

Mi madre was a beautiful muchacha, and she shared that beauty 
with many men. (PAUSE) New, she's a dying eld woman. 

RANDY 
(PAUSE) Why don't you let Rosario go? 

RINEHART 
I don't keep her here. Is that what you think? No! No, 
cowboy. She knows the kinda life a chicane from the barrio 
has out there. Maybe she will leave some dark night just the 
same, I don't know. But if she dees, I don't want to see 
who she leave with. This place.,,es all I have. And when mi 
madre dies, I bury her down near the road,.,across the 
border. But I don't held Rosario here. When you have 
nowhere to go, senor, no one holds you back but yourself. 
(PAUSE) 

(RANDY crosses to the bar and 
pours a shot of tequila, holds 
it up and looks at it.) 

RANDY 
Maybe....or maybe she's just afraid to go 'cause there just 
ain't nobody helpin' her along. Nobody who really cares 
about her. 

(RINEHART has stopped and is 
listening when DIX ENTERS. He 
is dressed in his nice 
clothes. He looks at the two 
men and heads to the bar.) 

Tequila 
DIX 

(RINEHART pours him a drink 
He then hands him the rebel 
flag from under the bar.) 

I took it down this morning 
RINEHART 

(DIX takes it slowly.) 

DIX 
(APOLOGETICALLY) Guess I was a little too close to home last 
night... 

RINEHART 

We're businessmen, Mr. Dixon. I ewe you f i v e hundred 
d o l l a r s . 
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(He hands him several bills, 
then walks to the tables and 
starts to clean. DIX and 
RANDY sit at the bar without 
looking at each ether. DIX 
counts out $250.00 and lays it 
in front of RANDY.) 

DIX 

(RANDY looks up at him.) 

RANDY 
Harley left this morning. (PAUSE) Movin' on? 

DIX 
Might make Phoenix. Hear there's some guy 
got a voice like Tom T. Hall, the looks of 
the image of the Marlboro Man. (STARES AT 

out there that's 
Clint Black, and 
RANDY) 

Sounds like the guy's got a 
RANDY 

future. 

DIX 
Could have...if he watches out for the booze...and stays away 
from the ladies. 

(DIX finishes his drink and 
looks around. He crosses to 
the door.) 

Gonna go down to the crossroads and get me some breakfast. I 
ain't had breakfast in thirty years, I'm gonna have me some 
eggs, ham, toast, and a whole pint o' coffee. 

(He stands looking at RANDY.) 

RANDY 
We drove out toward a lot o' sunsets, didn't we Dix? 

DIX 
The hell with the sunset boy. When I was your age, I turned 
my back en plenty of 'em. (PAUSE) We had a run of bad luck, 
that's all. Can't cheat our way out.,.gotta face 
facts...gotta move on. 

Yeah..-gotta move en. 

RANDY 
(His head down.) 

(DIX slowly steps into the 
beaded doorway, steps, and 
turns toward RANDY.) 
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DIX 
Hey, kid? 

TK -̂ * n T (RANDY turns toward him.) 
Ihat fella I mentioned... ever in Phoenix..,sure looks a let 
like you. 

(He stares at RANDY. RANDY 
slowly sets down his drink, 
not quite sure what to make of 

u ,, T-n V. this last statement.) 
well,..,! 11 be at the diner for about thirty—forty-five 
minutes,,,,Adios, Poncho, (HE EXITS) 

(There's a long pause. Then 
RANDY turns to RINEHART.) 

You hear that? 
guy in Phoenix 

RANDY 
(PAUSE) He was talkin' bout me! I'm the 
I'm the Marlboro Man. 

(He jumps up and grabs his bag 
and stands there.) 

RINEHART 
Hey, cowboy. You can stay if you like. My customers.,.they 
like your music..,so de I. 

Hey, Rinehart, you knew what 
what's wrong with this whole 
how to get up in the mornin' 

RANDY 
Thanks, Poncho. But I gotta go. 

(He rifles through his bag to 
find his razor and lotion. He 
sets the bag en the bar and 
starts to shave and dress. He 
starts to get excited.) 

your problem is? You knew 
Goddamn country? Nobody knows 
Ya gotta greet the day like 

it's the beginning of the rest of your life. Ya gotta meld 
ya career just like ya get dressed in the mornin'. Gotta 
clean yourself from all the slime and scum daily livin' 
covers a man with. Gotta peel it off like a rattle snake 
does an old skin. Yes sir. You listen to me, cause I know 
what I'm talkin' about. 

(He finishes and starts toward 
the door with his bag and both 
guitars.) 

the run. I'm chasin' that big on I'm a desperado, I'm 
diamond in the sky. 

(He turns to face RINEHART.) 
What've I get to lose? (PAUSE) You better keep your ears 
peeled to that radio, 'cause you're gonna hear the secret 
sound o' Randy Cassidy. (PAUSE) Adies, Poncho. 

(He looks around the bar.) 
Adies, Alamo! (HE EXITS) 
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(RINEHART shakes his head and 
cresses to the bar. He puts 
the bottles back where they 
belong. He then looks at the 
radio, then to the doer, then 
he changes the station to the 
country-western station, and 
we hear:) 

BARBIE 
Good morning out there, all you desperados. This is the 
voice of Barbie Love, playing all the hits. 

(RINEHART smiles and continues 

to clean.) 

BLACKOUT 

THE END 






